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(24,-26 February 1960)
1. The Annua General Iboting of the AcadeW of Sciences USý,
wh~ich as usual,, proceeded the wetings of aUl its ciepartments, ras
onve ed on the evering of 24 Februay*
2. In the Loscor, House cf Soientiste gt-thered acubers of tia
Aoadeuzr, supurvisore and, tha mwW scientific oouorkors of its
cent~ral eaitalblishounts, chairmen and members of the presidiums of
its branches,, presidents and individual scientists of tVie acadenitb
of sciences and the union republics wh~o arrived in Moscow to prext-a
nate in the -rork of the uotin3, scientific workers wh~o head othr)

lar-'e scientific research organisationsy and also renrescntativer- of'
tecorsjnity of the capital,, of the scientific azx; genexal press,

a&nd rsc~iQ.
The bEting proceeded u.ndir the chairmanship o&.7 Pr. siceen+
of the fia~d z of Sciences %MS~A-Aue4'3ai1n A. V. Psceyen4ov,
3.

A. Lftcr the introductory s~e**h af the Prosidents, Acting
crresptending aenber oF' the
-ciintific. Sticrotary oif -.be Ac~e~e
Aoode~q of Sciences WO Ye. K. Norcv precented toe r.-port on
ti-rities of the Acado.qy fcr the past yoear.

I,-.

'r
.-

5. Then the r~ttont'.on of the audience was dirootoci to the t.L4
Secretzry of tht Chimse Ae-4.rV ýf Saiincas P'oe! Li-Sheng - head
of he delegation of Cbiuesu scientists who hue arriLved in bWsoo- Pir
tbe signing of thy' plan for scientific ocaperatioc of the AcadeW~
nc China in 1960. The scientifio revnresentLtive of
Sclen,-es USMt -.
brothur China, warmly &A-Pted by those pro.-ent,, gave rogaras to tk-"
Vex.ti.W Iz JaS naw of the c'Oicgatiofl andI v7ihed it su~cc03 in its
rDrk.
6, The last part -4 the eyouing seesion of 24 February cs tt
as thi- merning seasion af the next day were devoted to a dies~ous.o
of thLe ruport. Twsn-;y-five pursons spoke.
7. At the evt-aWn session of 25 February poarticipanLe of tIr,
ILetIng liatened to the speech of Doctors of ibyaioo-Mathematical
Sclonc~,s M1. G. &iaov and A. M. Prokboruv 3n the subject OQuantun
INidiophyalcsm, after which we.- w1nnAmoed the aurrln of Lenin priz--s
to workers vf the Acadn§W of Scioecer OSSI in the pret yez~r and
airiar
-)f ;old madals and .Imeni prises cf the Aci~decWy ,f Sciences
tL~r 1959. A preientation nf awairds tva8 moe. The golk 3edal Imn.41 V. Lauioaosov w-s presented to Academician P. L. lKapitas and tha

ti'1
9,

gold mdal irani S. I, Vavilov to Academician I. V. Obreimov.

ponnaln

Corre,-

d'.ploma were presented with the conferring of imni prizes,

8. On the evening of 26 February the Netiv resumd its work
in the buildin of the Presidium of the AosdeW of Scionees USSR
Members of the AoedsW elected a vice-president and mubere of the
Presidium in consection with the t.winimtion of period of authority
of the scientista wo had occupied these postal and the acanadioionsecretaries and supervisors of the e0tablit
selected by the deportnmnts were approved.

.2

s of the Aoadwna

I~flODUCTCIRX SPEECH OF THE PRESflrEV OF THE
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:caa o SCIENCE
AC~i
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U

AIE&NW

9. In opcniag the Annual OntJiag or the koader~r of Sciencea
USZP, I zuvs-..,, -dt.a ddep Porrow. i'fcorm yoa fi.'st of tall, that since
thu lart Anwaal Meetings tne ALcademy baa iiad extremely heavy losses.
10. Oni 27? Mrch 195*9, correspondin ueýA Paiulis Yanovion,
Loin' ab died; he was an outstanding specia'list in the field of agricultural science,* The notad jeo1ogistp Academician Stepan Il 'ich
Mironvv pasted a&my on 30 March. Hero of Socialis t labor Academ~c4f.
Gleb Uaksiziiuianvica Krahizhonovskiyq an outstwxing sciontist-.
c-ngineer, an associate of Lenin, leader of the work for the aredtLi-,
oý tLis firat pers',ectirp pltan for t-*s dsv,3Iopwn%-~ oi our netiona~l
econory - the GOaIRO L oasu~iarstvennays konissiya po elektrigilat-i].
R08311 - State Cormuinsion :or the Electrification of Russ-U died
in 31 ikuch. Ona 6 Ily the wall iomown specialist ir the field of~
?.~ibssn Uite-r-turas correepcadint; macber Alelwandr !Wik).ay.ov~ch
,
2!n died. The well known pblviologist, AoadeLcinia Nonetuantin Idkhz.ylovioh Bykov passed away on. 13 fty. rhe uli kwwn scientist.historiatn AjaCdeuiciaf Aleasandr flih'jo
umeev,, widely knon for
his wcrkc on the history of the =nient East and aziciant Greece,:
lie on 1 June. The dovelwper )Z thAe -ali'ro
drill,, ccrr tspondf..
.1-Lber 1 katvoy Alkunowich Kap~lyushaikov, died on 5 June. Corresponding umebor Nikolay Aliksandroviah Nmunovs an outstandirg
specialist in tho field of maycology and p&'qt-jxtbology, passed away
In 6 Ju.A7. Ona 17 May tk~e famous hydrogeologist,, corresponding am
Irigorly Uikolz~yevich Kamerakiy died. Tho wufl known so*.entisrc..iistorian Acadc-mician Y.,vftni Aleksoyuvich KoszinskIyp who houeed
3oviot nkdievalisa, ciieo on 24 July. un 9 August *csdkmaciar. Anaw.liy V..sil 'y.vich '7ewdiktov, a. *alU known sc-hilar in the fielks
)f c~.vil cuic! tdzinistr~.tive 1ev, died. Ortoter 17 sa-' t'e gudien
iLath of corresponding cr~enber Nikolay Gur 'yevich Chetayev, a far~ou-vwc'anic and specialist in the field of the theory of the stabiliuy
of aot-on. Alekwaadr Mitzroftnovich Torpi~ormvp an outstardirg
-oprr sartative if 5' vi't minizie scionce# passel amy on~ 8 Nc-;3,nLer.
,-rre spc rxing mecber Ale koa~ Ymkovlovioh Thiwhin* a fnaousw mxth mctician who did nx~h for tho dovelopinnt of~ the t~heory of proba'.
'Aility,p inforwstion theory and other theoretical and c-pplied mztan.
-

,intical disciplines, died cn 18 Z&.tvoabor. On 19 Novoeabrs, in Winsko
';orrespo1ndln mumbur Uikalay Mikhayloa'ich Nikol 'skily, a sp~jcialiwz
...n iunclent history, ethno~raphy and folk-lore died., On 5 January c.
rthis year, correspondizxg use~er Pavel Pe-trovich ft~renago, a famous
scientist-catronumer, passed aitky. Hero of Socialist Lab~or,, tl-.e
'i,3(p ?rcs'Q4e-it -f -'ur Ac~cae!V Acade-,.-cian I,.an Pri~lovicl ia~r1,ýn

suddenjq passed aay .a 7 Janmnry.

His life is a wonderful e=00l3
is
so closely related to practicw
which
science
Soviet
to
of service

It would be difficult to over-ewvluate the significance of the activities of Ivan Pavlovich 9 an outstanding Soviet scientit-.mtallW%gisty in behalf of our metallwgical Industry. Our A•adeW owme
such to Ivan Pavlovich who, for anarly 18 years did organization4
work in his post as vice president. On 11 Jaumary the well knouw
specialist in the field of peayholoep corresponding meber Sergey

Leonidovich Rbenshteyn died. The voll knon atroomer, corresponding member Gavril Adrionovich Tikhov died on 25 Jamiar.
(On 7
February occurred the sudden death of thrice Ibro of Soviet Labor#

icademician Igor' Vasil 'yeviob Scobtovp am of the most outstanding
of ow time workin in the field of Investims8ienti3stD3-s•ic2Ut
gation of the atomic z0MleW.
no cutstarding ergno•sational cap••bilities, the tireless energy and the 4n1me
t41l
ab ty for
work of this man regularly m••d his the ld
of mwa of the mot

U nam Is oonphsim.
important worko in the field of ol
In our country. The
neeted with the development of atomic t~echolo
aeath of Igor' Vasillyevich Urchatov is an unfliable void and lose
I ask you to stand in memory o: those
to Soviet and world science.
c'nmbers of the AoadeW mo have left us.
11,
During the past year, there ms a sune
u development
in the work of the Academ in the primay scientifio fields. A
series of interesting and scieantifially and wactieally important
results have been obtained; their analyses will be given in tho
report.
I w:V.1 oul' mention that three rookeA, fired Lst
year
into the Cosnos brought forth the first
direct information about
tho state of space at distances of up to one-half million kilo-

meters from the Barth.

An an I Ing
t of Soviet scteno
:r.d technology ma zim first photographs of the far side of the
"%oon. Fundamntl data were also obtained on the location# co:osition, and energy spectrn of the particles of the external radiAtion belt of the L&ithp whioh had only been discovered the year
before.
It waa establisheo that there Is no smgsio field on tbh
W£on.
erot, in space research, our science firmly established it.91f in first place,
13.
The ranges 3f action on matter as emloyud in the physiocl
or other investiations within the Institutes of the Aoade• are
oroad and oontinue to expavd.
In the expanding thf--ao'.mclear re.search - this Is millions of degrees of toemparatue. 4n the ruucessful researuh ce synthetic cryot~ls end allow
eo transfew-tinn "119s is thousands i degsees but at headreds of th-isLnft of atmo -pbhres, and f'zaliy, temperatures close to absolute sero" The
develolvent of a new ,astbvd of obtaining liAuid hei"•,n ts very
important in this field.

m
nmmi
m mmImImmImm-4-lmm

14. The research on semiconductors is being given newer
prvc'cLY applications ,.nd viier perspactives.
15.* AL,
poi tant .•teu w4r
4 -*'e develoreent by tho Inititut- e
Pc-bision Mechanics and Conputer Engineering, Jointly rith industr
of the high-speed electronic computer M-20. At the prasent time
it is baing pro4tuced by induatry and is the fstest
of all serio.manu.actured u
4obnes. Ve are mintaini
the :wcessary level in
this important field and are moving ahed.

-.

16. The inti oduction of electronic computers has its fruits
in the most varied fields of science.
For example, they were firs,
utilised to analySe tha working of the brain, whioh permitted the
dotectian -f the slightest changes in its activity.
17.
I would also like to mention tho very important scienti?
results cf research conducted in the field oC quan.ua radJo rhyric.
and the development of molecular generators and amplifiere.
Tm
report from the authors of these studies will be presented to the

-

Annual :etng.
18. The cost important results in the field Af mtimantics
mts the solution, by correspodimg uember of the AcadoW of Scleno s
USSR F. S. Novikov, of the *Buruside Problem
wich had been unsclvcble fcr over 50 yumrs.
19.
In chemistry, there has meon a widc a
nsion Ld a rep.
growth of research in tho field of polymers.
Muny of those works
hzvu clreW found their my into practice.
20. We were wtak in tho stiw
0: natural phbsiologimly
active Latter. This satuation Is being corrected. An Institute r!
the Cho-istry of itural Coupounds hbas been established. A new
Inotitute of Radiation and ftsiococnaicul Bioloo hcs also s-.a'to cp,matu,
Other izntitutes wre -lIw doing xvre work in this f!.
'e have obtained syntactac
blood substitute., anti-coagulants for
tho blood, anti-solerotia an anesthetising materials, compounds r.
antitubercular activity, *ubetnmoea pussessug pruventivt qualiti
ag-Ainit ionizing rndiatiom.
Significant successes hbrve been
rccievcd Cs well in the field of studying the structure cf ucle•i
Acic:s.

21. Our aicrobiol
aist have davelcped a method of obtaining
hijhly active hormwoe - prednisone and pr9fdolomw from 0or-.
tisono and hydrocortisoas.

Put Into practice were nothods of prt -

ducing b•iterial fermentc, valuable in an Industrial smau, and a
domestic hibberelino - a strongly activt stimulant to plant growth.

¶

22

Important rwegr.ts were attaMned in the field of geology
IDta ottained on the ebolute age of the earth's crust
"ave changed the thinking about the pre-Coambriun history of the dovulopment of the Earth. There has been a generalization of the nouvt
geological data on the UM and foreign countries by mane of creatitg
13atonic mps. Such factual, global mterial has resulted In the need
"nd geography.

*r a different look at the entire geologial history of our planat

in connection with this - the regularity of the location•
of
' ral deposits in it.
Institute of the Departmet of lechoal
. Aonce., In addition to tbose works alread mentiond on the studl
, cosmic spuee, ocmdctod suceessul research c an ttioa
In both
,', theoretical and qwctical aspet., on radio enuginering and oleoA-orl4os on mini,
fuels and pover engineering.
*n,

q isi

239 7hat. med a
for the iatficoato

Ingle wtuoz'k,

&otmto
of the vork an the saonifalft
oa the po
systems of the WS into a

Teebnicsoosoa.o studies vare nrde for unifYivg

system of Siberia and the bxrops
part of the WO ibik are
Atg used in the developmt ot a general pespeetiw for the ooni

.etc oiootrification of the lad,

24. Tohiadcl science s ane vsat. Iep'4onl3r geat is their
"zxut influence in tUs mtIonal eocmm
and there Is a great number
" iadustri•l scientific Institutes wortig In wriam fields of
"+;chnLe
science.
Therefore, th
Ms @
flasfoem
of the Depar
nt of
"ohnic•l Sciences is conslderaW broader# as it nast beg then the

,agificance

of the institutes at this

,' Tecnical Scisnves Is the mo*e

noe1

a rtment

authoritative college of scientist -

.n;iUeor9, on obose shoulders we plaaed a good portion of th re-.
,'onsiaLblty for the technioal pogres of the eomtry. That to 1*
Ic efforts of the £)eplrtant should to an ven poster measure be
:unoneettrat
In the fields and pwobls of to oal soience., shlah
-e rowolutionisiag techmology - such as automtion vid telemoamnidos
.udiio enginroerinw, now fisads of pow
ere.

),

25.
In the field of econovicsp basic attention -as oenenntrte-A
the foonvale cwLlysi• of t0e queUtcns of cr'at•ag
a =tVrlaj-

So~v.icfl case szf -ocwula~in for too looation of 9.ur3es an~d notbo5'
l.ixreas•ed prodctlvily of soealm labor, on the developsent of
:', obleas of a systemtie Intetloval d•vision of labor and econ-,ci
'.olaboration betmeen the countries of the Wo
•conosyre

48%1i

system of

26, The economists no
Von " the prspct+ive plun no
.
-4di'ig the m~tloua eooncmq of the US.. ?bere has bssn dow~lopece
c standard mtbdolov for detarminag the offeativemass of captv.t
A.-esttent and now technology.

-6-

27.

All tM-c has oen said demostrates the kwon succese•-3

ia tbbo activities of the Acxde1&~o tac, increase of'

;~ci~nt'I.W-

lvcl.
icc-a•qnaid by an indubitable growth in i %.e mreatie both
within thc country ani 4,4 for-lign sciLence.
28. The 'cademy also continued to grow strongly in breadth.
Tbh notwork of its scientific intltAxtion, in 1959, incromed by
8 mw institutea, of which 5 we"
a the peripbery, particularly
ana prinwrily in the SiberiAn !oartL°zt.

29.

In 1959, the scientific cadres alone of the %cýAuxy, in-

oludin

the Siberian Dopurtmnt, increasd by 2500 people.

ZLWYS~S

tempo of ijwrease of the Acado~!

The

sientjflio cadres dwrin
sa

the past four ears
baea
bn
11.6.
I ill mntion tart in 9 yoarthte iuaber of scientific wrukers in the Ac.dol
las incre4ed a!.
mkist thretfold; of thic, the =mwbr of camaldtea science ha sIin.
creased 2.7 times, while the umbir of doctro 3f sciatae - only 654

(o06 iniiduais).

For an Increase of 100 scientific

orkers, g

thu home 33 canddates of scie,.e and only 4 doctors of sciaome.
th rate of increoeo of bigly qualified cadres - dctcurs - leave.
.xucn t, be ca3iroa% d m=,t be increased.

30.

The yoaly incera•e

In grante to the Aca•oW (including
12,4• dwi4. the ps.

the Siberian Deprtament) ma, on the avrug,

4 yoars,

In 1959,, the ica~.a

exeaituwr, -a t*

stato xui-.t s-a

.574 mtllinn rubles, o! wichb 1Y/.5 zsIaion r~blcs was for the
34.berian epartmat.
CO sm•ld .,ntion thm gradio1 irease
in
:xpdliturts of the scientific Institutions' pirtion of ealntiio)perutiorAij
xpendItu"e. wtuch, from 31S in 1956 bas gr'un to 35..4
'fn 1959, ,mn tbmoh it is 3ptanut tWt this iJ& still
wt inough,

31.

In 1959, 84 eallinu rubles wre spent on capital coo-

truction as oppoeo! to 5M -14A1lon rublas in 1956, Lnoludwin tU
"3Itbiin Depaztment - "18 alIlm
rubles as )ppmood to 1O6 million
ublos. The increase uf grte
for wiritalcoatrotnatoa bha pern•tt ed a oowiderable increa•e
in the avaiability of vorkWng espce
Lnd llvin• qurters.
Put Into operation In 1959 (excludng the
2ibor
amsetion) seo" 47 tbosin•d aqua" moters of wrkbuW spaow
-as OP
to ). thousam square moto
in 19580 and 13 theusanid
tqurs motors of living space as opposed to 35 tiustind eque-re
32.
1 wish to state, wita satisfmotion, that, In oCerral, so
were able to oope with the publI2.w affair. Pinting did not
,urn out to be a bottle-e*k in the MAadots activities am• it

t'slcazlY Meet O nmeeds The volu ef
U,• tion for 195 M o
t19 tn

our book and sagazim Mo
P-

50 thousand publishing sheets

-7

House had nearly 35 thousand sheets including over 18 thousand
sheets of no.n-periodti publicztions. I will renind you that the
entire press production of the AcadeW Publishing House for 1959

wa 13,768 sheets. The Publishing Houso has increased its activity in Eastern literature, riblishing, in 1959, 2148 sheets of
books and ma$gainsa practically twie that of 1958.
33. A significant growth af book and mgasine production
during the pat years haug to a considerable degree, facilitated
the elimination of the poor situation in the publication of the
works of the Academy's scientistas more than 1000 different books
were published in 1959.
3-4
In spite of the Increased network of academic magazinee
which has reached 87 titles at the present tize (excbldine the refer.
ence works)# and an increase in the =er
of sheets, difficulties

still exist in the publication of scientific works# and a emnber

of magmaine have a backloe of manuscripts. We mast reameber, how.
ever# that it is not enough to merely follow the path of increasing
mtaasine volume and coverae.
The editing offices must be more
selecti-e tn tLeir selection of articles, mist out down on their
v Lure, oW. should print the scientific materia.L in a more oondenas,.
, The readers, interests should also be kept in mind.

35. The All-Union Institute of Scientific aWd Technical Information baa considrably expandd its aotivities and in 1959 pro.viý

. jAbtratin
nology Ua istrono

t

earlse

(out of 13) of W

such fields of science and tech-

nd geodesy, mcbwdcsv matbecatics,, astllur.Tr.
physics# geolofyp geography, anhi, buildingl,
biology, electrical
o-'4ncerfln, and choistry
In the 202 issues of its various
scries uublihed last year, more than 550 thousand abstracts were

Published.

h~fgyjtL

7jZAuj&"

is now finally being published in

*pcified erlods "d tbis, we trust, wUi contir•e on into the
•tture.
rhe time lapee between "Jo appearancoe of the orniincl arciole and the atrtct
exceeds 8 months only in individwa cases and
Is being s7emticUv 'ie'reased.
Ve corsider " monthe u, the
1ic06"
The Institute bus ewmrked on a coarse of serious au'.c.
cation of its own wo-.k and the biusiness of scientific information
as a ftole.
stiLtt

36. The um•a facets of the koadeq ea activities, howevv.r, are
-Tat satiractoryo tvon at the last Amau•l Weting we statd

that the min problem we that of Increasing the qualty of the

alentifiG *%mks of the acade i iatitutoea.
nemubile, there Is
little doubt that in the current yeAr our growth has msscd thm
growth of tho scientific irvel. Altbaugh the AckgJemy p-t4ei1te!
U• ,
".. Iof
t-Or
n. i-rta-t
U

pr oblems, its role was not always the primary one and, in a num>• r
oi cases, it vas not provided wi+h the necessary coizcontration of
forces in The development of such problems. We caamot recognize
the great practical returnb of the Academy's wor-k.
L the intencire
production of a scientific semi-product there is an insufficient
distribution of the final procuct.
The coordinating rcle of the
Academy, as the director of the scientific orchestrL of the USSR
cannot be aclkowledged as satisfactory, even though this topic was
the subject of anxiety and discussion by the Presidium of the Acade
my and owu preceding Annual General Meeting.
37. In May 1959, the Academy, as was decided by the General
Meeting, worked out the question of improving the coordination of
scientific research in the country. In the examination of this
project, mention was made of the difficulties and deficiencies ir
the work of the Academy which had been partially discussed at the
last Annual Meeting and partiall, just me•itioned by mn.
It was
.aid, in particular, that the Academy was scattered in the direct.
of its work, that a number of its institutes have a purely branch
function, and, being in a system and under the control of industrv,
could4 be considerably more useful. In the end rest•lt, we were c%
-itted to the preparation of concrete proposals for improving the
work of the Academy, and the questions of coordination were marked
for examination simultaneously with these proposals.
38. As a result of a sories of discussions, a project vta,
lcveloped for such proposals and they were preliminarily discussed
in early July. Fundamentally, these proposals, developed with a
consideration of the decision made by the Academy at the General
Meeting, met w7ith approval.
The formulation of the final editing
Of the iroject is being continued by those agencies ahich recoiv-ýO
the corresponding committments.
To this still
unfinished work, we
brought in a large number of Academy workcrs and other scientists
Paralleling this, the Academy Presidium at a number of its expanded sessions discussed the designated weasures and improved th.
project. This work should be continued.
39.

I consider it necessary to set forth before the Genera]
the basic features and concepts of the project at that sL,,
of its cevelopment which exists at present.
Its basis is the con.
centraUion of the Academy efforts nn a comparatively few of the
r.aJur eontem orary scientific problems ana leading fielIs of scizc•
These fields wcre discussed at the last Annual Meeting.
Meeting

40. The project places upon the Academy, with the participation of the Gasplan, The Ministry of Higher and Secondary SpeciQl
Education, and the academies of sciences of the union republics,
thn osil'-Citiun v) Zormulate tnd presvnt to the state for approval.

-9-

tho basic directions o, scientific reearch in the I
.
the annuel
Aoadeea work plam), according to the proJect, will be authorised by
its Previaium, while the basic dirctions of scientific research if

the country, it is exp.ected, winl be approved together with the plan
for national econoct and as a part of it.
41.
izinC th-v

The second coin function of the project is that of organucoordination of Ue most Imortant probl
of eclance on

an1 Cll.-union sul. %Wse-

of creatinig :ýausils an problemn as

orguns of thw scienti ic socit,,
stron with 610 scientific suttb•ltr
but not possessiWa
nizustratiwo powerso
42.
A @Iz-l,' coorvinationaIs xpeoted for
ilw
of a r••gionai nal-ire with the pearticipationof uion republic macsdmis f
tcionc-s.
All of this alse corrmeood. to the proposas of tbo lost
i.nnual ietibg* It is clars, bose
r. that the decisiom of the
General !Jeeting of the Acades
vs still
Insufficient fur tbh ooor-linatLyn o scien~tfic problem om an al1-4inion scal.o
43*
lishing a
4lto&s in
teopor•-:,

The third real function of the project is that of estab.
partic.
lyuiA car
system
in %heAcj&dq
a m.wntor a
tb izatt4tU
af o.]?ootod to b0 preaeato4 to prottiouer,
Junior sclentifio r=ox seloctod tW the (i3deM
from &ama

thý ýrujduat-)s af

dhigor institutes of l.*uiaig or locally

u1a.

f o: pri
s of up to 2 years,oO Cth
saumbesra at the expiraticn of
thi.
*eriod, tU. AeadW has the right to leao,
as pervenent ospicv,
up t, 25% of thoe most scceptahla for almoUtic wzrk. The rest f,-subjoct to assIgnment by tbt r*puLAU gueplaws, If ;boy are young
spoialists, or are ratwumt to their origio. places.
AU.
The .proj.c &.1so proviJs for a mae flexible amw monr
adaptablq struoture of the Acade'
s iztitutes towrds tUm elutIon
of c)nret probleas, vhoih as rm'cmflds%4 by th preow
Awma
ueet.Lns.
45.
In o,.njunctlon with the anticipateJ rvvImng, it is exect('. tlsit sow of •Ar -stirtutes or th.Ir elv-ats will be tnri*i*-rro 'o t•, wsplan 1160, Ixxhwtryp aW aen
bruM, aadeaes. -. i
;.his, of aourse, It is to ' kept in &Ind tht
the traafer sil1 be

ane

not accordir.. tr ouv, wardlstatiaons if strvr*U 7r

S soloenzific sense, but aac€rdin2 t2 oriteria of d•k
b~rath tkeiw.tics.

eaknss ii

lepant Qf
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The ovmmnts amde in the prse sad in oral discussioms
Iq Um mber or
ems of the deprtrtmDnts *,re no, supported in
-slo
w aM did not enter into the
1rojeoto 'fere *r*
aleo ino rete-OioRs In the ;woJeet of" a pl,'r

about the provo•.•ls for oam
"or trar•foIr."

ý a z .t,•b

arubb1 J port.on of Thee heir
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tL4V'i

i .k"z trw~naos, connected with 1xocu soiantAxia L.jojct,
sovakol~ gracse -arAI.JZV
(vy~abjye ucjbaoya saveraayc. - in~titutak of h-gh
47, Th,,. proJ aet eounteu .Latzuctloze J~cUQ -t insrow
the sciLeu~lfj act.1ilty of tbt brauvheo, atuq wi~
toe F(u oL,
6k, dep ru~nts in the guidanc of Lba wirmpondlng bwincheas b7
the, Istlvtuterp az t in nteualfy$*1 ajisstanim frra tkwhec
A
sl of
Sciencec LM Wo tA& lutOau rpU.izJl aaamia3s a' 5Ciialc t.

,r he rtjua1t. if ecot~nft~c %wiks inU practic4. by o.aiulstaiiv.
Jrgana, tat CZ0~4o.A Of SW*MtltaI. .bOPS9 etc.
49,

5uch ax* the buia tiuntiona o! tie wrojoct.

50.

Thý,re to no dcukt of th. noce~ssty for a tiirtbLr

ci.eaoo
c-ap~.bli
.t Ar'.ic~pnL.1z In %te ao1qitou -A major cou)teu~p-ray probio, bu
uy. conaretcly ti-d4 ! vith the intore-At of tbhi mjor 1inudv Ana cvr4Ct4uo of Its MM~ ~COOZOUC .ýPf-.jvA144:
~
rv*.A rr7
~eJatwl vr oxpem..1 coJ.dac scni~flbb co~n-erd 14 1>cal a~rý ui.
r--f r vtupt~d4 In ti-w to tL umajor grmwdng Iindutriel1 r~iw
ý.r~rily In t;he .'stira pat at the coantzr' in coc4ursatioo with
ý11,MPtv >vxriwsti, 'e MU 4a. In ?.w UmJrtz wwd the Vo'u .rmw..
c-ýntv~t to tb- t~rumnts~ In ohw,.r relnacalc&
oooot,, esth inch c !-,
I, varumv mat hav 3i faw but major and lmprt~nt InjltIut,,s a' -^t
tl#.rc&4 *,.oiAlt.IM A-) thvt thr'y 'MY 0--Astltuto0 El *liO19l 6olntii±.
~ ra,
r.
Moetly rvlat.-4 to both tho Upmrtwute 3f tki& Ac%.&AY
!%A" to thr 51kvn~rkhc&se
It. wl
63 oxpailazt if the o'zpuinez ,M
cr,,-t.
C swhc cav~trs r~rdi t.~# vi4ac sorI't1y arco-ud~ to -1-In.tlL .l~y as tVw rti1ei*tcf
MiI~A. de,artmuts of scien 41
1f1Jt.t4tISt
Mx~IAiW, 1A 20,"M tOLn CTMa SIX: Oter 0e'tl-$, cnd t.A-With "k2v Ocrtij f4 *he UsaIRCAI1a C'Td*.
In *oe-.11 .oijlcu whiich czagt be .ufflchatnlj kdit. la U1lV81

51. It tht pcjc~u o: the p~j*Av pln fair the lwi
flont -,f volorxcp Ina tw, US
W~V~ prrpuveJ aIt tar criers -f "be
G-tpli
IPv Pvis11im cf the Aca-laW ct ~Carnac* L39T. J-i01by
Wh 4w, tuxn.Lan rvaiblic ftcnele .. (S Soi~noge, the
.ILttec
nn~f Jkmi valy%~ eel. 'sicrk~br11nyztvumWaM nawk
knins
L
- All 1ni4 .,
Acu'¾.Q -.)f Af-rlcu.1turr-l !.l-acn~ s ~io47
t.ae coaiasq c~f
Sneri r"7
-iLci U*h ftuziat~
of Itlqtier andK jrc naKI7 S~!t'1 ...
c.itl~lnv It tvstl
ine
or V~kuiht th-it, st V
as mx linr of dcopirturg,
'ý

"

52. 1 Inuirzw t.Mt Uw acce~ptauic. of the specific loeath
prý-speots C,,r scierti~fic axpmloc ir the. MWS arnd the teriar-aizetýr.r
,i V
A~c
on iecy'es w.rk In tW ,Rprit jf' the Fwcjpct ýý. txutlirsad b~v

will be A fUdIl vatisf. .ctovy jresde. for the qmalitative gro..tai of
the 1Aademq and xhe upeurg. in the scientific otffectivem"s of its
work ama practical reau2ta,
53e That vastl~y significant taak of selecting the nost licPortan't fields of soiestif2.c research which w~-a begun ty the Aecci...
so 3odieral 7ySetwo p, appi~ntly will nwe receive worthy rorrwAutior
comPletiono 1kW coorudination of work on the most important problea
of eciein on social prplzwi pia
n an all.4anion scale will be an
laportwAn factor in the fr'±ttfaulmae of saitatific activity.
54, . Ter can be hardly &V doubt that wman we mocessfuzlly
cc pe With thla ru~tbor difficult vroblm., life sill placs Lefcre uas
"s even greater protales - coordinating research o& thu scale of tia
entire acoialist eamp, MW. growth stages of this Important aotivitvy
ca" be soea in ow agremsnte for ec,11aboration vith the ac.adeaies
of seowisaa of the eountal.., of the opls democracies an~d, in"
xmuber of major joint projects thyM"already giLve 1arge-scr4.s
rv sults.
55. ;n cocoliulon I would like, from this rostrum afwd in th.3
nase 4r the 36enral ftetiag, to QXW*8 aw &.p grctituft to our
barty and governmat for tLelg, ~untirlz efforts in thu expension
acd blsaoa6 Of Soiiot incleaces, Ito Produtivity, Its lsaderastip,
56,
.: will expend el1 efforts, all b~medgev in ordar to
rnis, the selsncoo of our counatry to unpreedencd hei~htse
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5'?. This report year ~af om of the msct important historictj
.arkers IA t~in Wet of our oouatry,, tuvlag enteted upon the period
of tb, eztonsive bu.&±ld~niw Of oommiw.sa
58. The extra ZU Congress of the o;PSU whion took plaae at
the tbegimalne of 1959 projectal a 0pandes program of the bui4ld4
Of GOVAMaiSM In thN USS.
in the decisiome which was accepted jy
the XXI Congress per the report of 5. S. 5heus&'4v '* the Coatrul
Fijures for I'.- C. Lo610Nat 4' the batlortl Earno:,y if t'e ..Ui
-1.2

1959-19650, provisions were wide for a new, powerful increase in
the economy of the country and in the cultural and material wellbeing of the Soviet people.
The subsequent June ard December Pleaum
of the Central Committee, CPSU, discussed the important questions of
expanding the industrial and agricultural economies and developed
concrete cwasures of effecting the decisions of the Congress, The
resalts for 1959 not only showed a fulfjllment but a significant
urpr3ssing of the seven-year plan's first year.
59. The period of the oxtensive building of co=unxst ji~c
aecirxl prcblcs before our scien•o.
In tho near future the Sovie'
Union will assume first
place in the would in all basic indicators in its technological level, in its degree of industrial develo.rwert.
in the well-being 3f its inhabitants.
It follows from here thnt in
the subequent forward progress we will not be able, to Wny consiorable degree, to take advantage of foreign experiences and it
must be our science which will have to lay new rosad for further
scientific and technical progress,
60. Such a position currently oexits in some P-I.ds of acionce and technology.
It mast soon be established in
A fields.
Wte know that it will be so, but it cannot occur all by itself. A
similar level of expansion of Soviet science will be attained as
tho result of stubborn efforts on the part of the entire huee collective of Soviet scientists,.
61.
Our science must provide a continual supply to the currently expanding technology, industry, and agriculture.
It is
necessary to mnke rapid decisions of those problem which irise in
industry, to mnke a wide and rapid introduction into practice of
the results obtained from the study of new phenomena and relationships. A great number of such current problem mnot be resolvod
in the institutions of the Acadme
of Sciences US.
Apparently,
our institutes must solve thD more complex problems of this order,
62.
lNevertheloss, the iense
perspective of the further expension of national eoonomy requires us to makD bold arrangements
and decisions of the major (and difficult) problem. hich are the
basis for tho subsequent movement of science, conducting work on the
borders of the known, and opening up new phenomenon. Such problecw
whose nethcds of solution have as yet not been determinod, mast be
treatod by the more qualified ,oroupe of scholars and must be an i'portant (if not the basic) element in the activities of the acederic
institutes.
63o tat us remember that the III Congress of the CPSU found Inecessary to attain, during the eovrse of the seven-year plan, an
even zoro rapid expamion of all branches of science, the acconplia k
n•
,,
'- -.p `,"t , th,-ý-t! -- "'ser
-+•
-" - hol, in v;•t
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64, With the aim of a rapid expeasion of all branches of
k-nouledge, the control figres, approved by the Congress, anticipate the creation of the neessary conditionub for the accomplishmnz of iuaortant theoretical research and new scientific discoverles, The state is setting large funds aside for the building
of new scientific institutions and the equiprine of institut es and
The material-tscbnioal
Icb,:ratories with the most modern equipment.
supply to the Academy is growing uninterruptedly. We constantly
feel that great attention, the considerable solicitude for e@ienoiC
and Soviet scientists by the Comanist Party of the Soviet Union,
65. The introductory words of the Presadent mentioned the
r,,rowth of the cadres and the expansion of the material ard teohnicu
Hiow did
foundation of the Academy of Sciencee during the past year.
the Acudem operate in 1959?
6b,
In examining this question# w mnst consider that the
Acadecy of Sciences perform two functions, Our institutions are
relativeiy small porzion of the scienti•ico
conocrned .I+i•ia crtiin,,
.ndoavours being conductsd in the Soviet Union, At the coae time,
tie orLanised body of the Aadeir of Sciencees, In one form or
another, guides all of the most important scientific works in the
country,
6,* This second function of the Acadeq of Sciences is exDependin on bow win our collective executes
trenely rvsponsible,
its guidance - in a direct or roundabout way - over scientific reby
search, will show the effectiveness of the huge funds proviael
the state fzr the devolopment of science.
68. The n.mbrs of tho Meeting have the report on the actiFollowing Is a short su-nCOy
vity of the Academ of Sciences USSR.
priuarilv on the work which has been completed in the leading flelds
of scienme s !eitorr 4.ned at the last AMnual Meeting cl the ýc:,Aemy
.n Murch 1959.

69.
The rcsults of the work on the problems of studying comado uoxee were an important victory for Soviet science which mse
marked in 1959. Three flights of Soviet cosdic rocoots gave sciurresults of exceptional value which were recog7-iz-ex by the
tific
Tie
en~tre world. An i-rt.-fieial sorte..li*e of the Suan was reste',
uas discovered and iA
-xternal radiation belt encircling thearth
extent determined; an exoionospberic current ring ms discovered at
a distance of several tens of thousands of kilometers from the LrtV-.

-1/+

70.

The second Soviet cosmic rocket vhich reached the Moon

permitted, by direct methods, a verificatio-i o£
on1Ahlber,
f
-il the artificial
otia
tfre suppositions o6nccerni-1the
he execution of a nuabor of other roasurcoeT1t,s,
Isa-UlliteEDt
meeit, the Moon does not possess a magnetic ficld an( does not have
radiation 'lts.
71. For the first tine a flight around the Moon wms made and
photographs taken of tW surface opposite th- Ecrtzth v.re trarmmitted by television to the Earth. In doing so, i.k. was aecessarý
to provide radio communication and effect control of the scientific
equipment, as well as orienting it in space at a distance of 400
thousand kilometers.
72. In 1959 the second step was taken in studying cosmic
spaco and it brought noT only important information about the
space around the Earth within the lunar orbit but also provided
tie intoresting perspective of new discoveries in the various
fields of science, especially in physics and biology, in uonjunctioz
with the study of the unique physical state of matter and radiatlo.,
in the inter-planetary space and the possible forms of life on tha
nearest heavenly bodies.
73. Soviet scientists, tcgether with the people, are prou,1 of
the fact that this step. like the first, wt-s madc by our Nomwla -,
74. Recently concluded tests of new powerful rockets are per
mitting us to plan subsequent stages of cosmic space study. The
Soviet people are indeed paving the course into the Cosmos for a•l.
of humanity.
75. This year marked vast achievements in yet another import.ant sciontific-technical direction - in atomic physics und in TA.
peaceful use of itomic energy. 'Jerk has been completed on the
world's first atomic ice-breaker the "Lenin", thereby opening nct
hopes for utilizing the Arctic Ocean.
76. The front of scientific research in the field of nuclear
physics and atomic power has been expanded. A new Institut Q-of
Nuclear'ad
iences Uz
been
owened; it is equipped with an atomic reactor, The atomic reactors in he ,Icaae0y ox Sciences 9 Georgian SSR, ant
Tihysicotuchnical Institute in Leningrad have been put into ooeration,
Soviet scienticts, contiuinýgon a broad scaTe research in the 6C
velopment of controlled t&hrmn2--1l
ren÷innp, have attained real
scienti71c results,
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77. The successful flights of Soviet cosmic rockets and the
acnievements in the field of utilisation of atomic energy are
simultaneous proof of thu advances made by our science in radio
ongineering, electrical ungineuring, heat ongineering, and in a
number of other fields of science and technology. Research on
solid state physics, conducted in the Physicotochnical Institute in
accordance with the problem approved by the Mbeting held last year#
permitted a newer understanding of the nature of the strength of
many substanoes and the mechanism of their destruction under load*
76. Important results were obtained in the study and developThus, in the Into-ies.
ment of ntw semia
stitutolo• ietconductors in Leningrad, where research on thermoelements has been underway for a long time, success has been achievec
in the creation of converters of thermal energy into electrical
energy which has very important practical significance.
79.

Among the other interesting results obtained in physics,

we should mention the development of a molecular oscillator with
oxceptional frequency stability by the Physics Institute imeni P. N.
Lebedev. This may be compared to a clock which deviatus by only
one second in a period of several hundred years.
80. The Institute of Physical Problems imeni S. I. Vavilov
has gainmd real results in the study ot matter at low temperatures.
A device has been developed for the roduction of liquid helium

oT~~ut th
81.

odof inemeito cooling stages.

One of the more important subjects in the wmaary, as Gp-

prcved by the last Annual Meeting, is power engineering.

The

ilectrification of the country was viewed as one of the more impportant tasks of the Soviet government froi the very conception
of our govarnnent. Now# when the GOIIRO ?Gosudarstvennaya Kmissiya
Po Elekt•.tikatsii Rosesi - State Commission for the Electrification
of Russ!&/ plan his been overfulfilled many timos before, the
0o1zinist party again raisus the mission of a significant outjtripping of other branches of the economy by the growth of power
rngineering.
82. In his speuch at the All-Union Conference on Power Ens.ineering Construction in November 1959, N. S. Khrushchev indicated
that the projected plan for the electrification of the country in
15-20 years and the perspective plan for the development of the
national eoonomy in the same period mat become the main pillars of
our program of communist construction. Of considerable importance
in the expansion of eleotrification is the transporting of electrical
)nergyo Oar institutes have done much work in this field. In the
"ntwitute of Poi:Jr Lngineering iaeni G. M. Krzhizhanovsakiy technical-
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ecoiornocal study has been completed on the unification of the powe:.
systems of Siberia and the European part of the LSSR into a single
pnwer systemi and on the comabining of thermal and hydroelectricpower stations into a single system.
83.
The rethod of eleotrodynamic modeling has received further grovth in our institutes, and this permitted tLo study und
the solution of muny questions on regulation, control, Clnu protnctton of long-distance lines of alternating and dir3ct curren'c
electrical transmissions and joint opercrtion of both systems.
84. The draft projects developed by the Institute of Electro.
mechanics on super-power turbogenerators of 750-1000 thousand kiU'.%mttsare being utilized by the "Mloktrosila* factory. It should
be mentioned that just one 72,000 kiloaatt generator of tc Dn,,ovr
GES (pidroelektricheskaya stantsiya - hydroelectric station) is
equal to pover to all eight generators of the pioneer of Soviet
electrification - the Volkhov GES; while just one 500-700 thouzan.
Kilowatt gonerr.tor of the Krasnoyarsk GES will be equal in power t,
all nine generators of the Dnepr station.
85.
Considerable attention ves given in the report year to
the expansion of the various branches of mthematics and computer
engineer'.ng.
Last year, our mthematicianb solvod a number of iaportant theoretical problems: for oxample, corresponding rember
of the Academy of Sciences USSR P. S. Novikov obtained a comple .c
s-lution of the so-called "'Burnside problem".
Also, thc mcthematicians introduced new computers.
One of these is the universal
electronic computer M-20.
In operating speed it considerably Murpasses previous sories production equipment.
86. Electronic computer3 are now coming into use for p.Lannir.
calculations and for the solution of certain economic problems.
Tr
Department of Economic, Philosophical, and Legal Sciences, joint'
with the Siberian Department of the Academy of Sciences USSR, m•,
an experimental mathematical calculation on an electronic computer

of the inter-tanch balance of production and the dAstribution of
products in one of the jconomic regions of the USSR. The Instiv-t
of Complex Transport Problems and the Computer Center solved some
problews on the selection of the optimum plans for railroad and
motor vehicle transportation and on regulating the flow of empty
cars on rail lines. The efficient movement, conducted on tho bs!..
of such calculations, will permit the economizing of facilities
measurable in tens and hundreds ,f millions of rubles.
87.
However, the work conducted in the given field is total.-r
insufficient. The plans for the use of computers, however, in
plnn:i.n# the n".tional eiunoy &nd in ecunomic rebearch arL. vory
-
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lr.rqe. A complete ex4 .sion of such research has an exceedingly
high significaee for efficient anagement of the national economy.
88. Fumlmntal attentiun of the researchers in the field o:
chemical science us concentrated on the realisation of the decisions of the Iay 1958 Plemnm of the Central Comitteo CPSU and
the XXI Congress of the CPSU.
89. In the post year, there has been a considerable strengtheniAg of theoretical reseasch in the chemistry7 and pkiaics of
one of the moot important uiructJ.onb in soience and
pcljme -mentioned at our meeting lAst yoar. Interesting results were ot.tained in the study of new polymers. Most of these polymers had
othersp for example,
stability, izla
an increased material tbhre
nenton, are dist-imaished as veil by high mechanical strength.
-)0. Of extrene interest are the catalytic systems developed
by the institute of High Molecular Compounds. Their use opens
now vistas for t:h obtAinaent of such important elastomere as cis-olybutadiune an4; cis-polyisujpene.
91. Jointly with the indiwtrial research instituteon preparations wre made for the deielopment of tests, and in (,ertaia casea
industri&l production of polypropylene, po•1yormuloe!des animoenanthLc acid, acetic acid# and a nmnier of other productaps, atods
of synthesizibg wthich wer proposed V7 the Institutes of the Acader.
of Sciences USSR.
92.

Tha institutes of Chemical PhysUes, Petroobbuical Syn-

thosiss Organoelemntal Compounds, and Electrochemistry conduc .ed
significant work on obtauizng and atudying polymers with conjugate
couble bonds possessing new and very interesting electrophysioal
properties. 'hese polymers were obtained through the use of thermal
and radiation actions. .uong them are substances with high thorm'3
stability and eiefcrical couduotivity changiLg in ielatlta to
ýcmperature, virh a high susceptibility and abnormally high die±ectric zonstants, Sorw of these polymers give appreciable valu3s
of terraoelce-urouotive fo,:ce. :n atu.yinv such systems, new
'henomena riere discovsrei: the relatien of electreca! ccnduotiv.iy
to the orientation of the polymer chains and others. The disoovbred electrophysical properties of these ;olyaetic materials
causes some of them to resemble semiconductors, forrites and ferroelootrics, a*doh may be of considerable interest to praatices
93. In 1959, there was a considerable expansion in work on
In the Institute of General and
the chemistry of smiconduchtors.
Ilorgaici Chemistry imen! N, S. Rurnakov, for examplep oompou'ds
wero obtain'Cd >.,ssjesinsg exzreacll hiCh photo sensit:vity in %e,
%'io:,
A
-f tna
re r..
-:",-re:

94, It is known that considerable importance has been attacheo
ct the present time to the problem of obtaining exceptionally pure
substances.
In connection with this, interest is found in the do,velopment by the Institute of Geocheuistry and Annlytica.l Chemistly
imeni lo 1. Vernadskly of new sensitive methods of determining
impurities in semiconductor materials (geruinium. silicon, etco)
with the aid of radioactive analysis, as well as by other physicochemical methods.
95. Interesting retults were obtained iL the field of radi.ation chemistry. In the Institute of Astrochemical Synthesis, for
example, it was shown that with a combination of radiation and
thermal action on hydrocarbons a considerable decrease in the
cracking temperature and a more advantageous composition of products may be obtained. The reeults serve as the foundation for
the development of technical specifications for the design of enlarg-d installations.
96. Proposals were made fcr two new types of organic heat
.onductors for nucleur powor reactors. The Institute of CrganoElemental Compounds, jointly with the Institute of Physical Chemistry.
eoveloped a radiation method for cbtining organic glass of u lirgo
t4ickness (up to 250 mm); this year, this wethod will be :.ntroduced
into iniustry.
97. The Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Cheaistry
p-oposed a rapid and simple extraction method for separating nep.
t'anium-239 from irradiated uranium. The Rr-dium Institute inisn
V. G. Khlopin developed new extraction and ion exchange methods of
separnting uranium, plutonium, and other radioactive 3lementso
98. Among. the xesultb obtained on tae cheiaistry of natural
and biologically active compounds, one should mention the synthesiand study of organic mutagens, cancerolytic peptidesp preparations
7ith anti-tuburcular, anti-helminthic activity, and otLers. Prepa,
rations possessing protective activity against radiation sickness
were synthesized.
99. The volume of work on the chemistry of rare elements has
incrcased. Obtained and itudied were new simple and complex compounds of a number of rare elements.
100. For one of the important problems of chemistry - the
.heory of chemical structure and reaction capability - ihere wer,
,.Pveloped In 1959 the -rinciples of the quantitative calculation
'f the influence of the structure (polar factors) and qualitative
calculations of the influence of conformation on the condition of
,he tautomoric equilibrium.
-
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101. Considerabit.~ successes were achieved in the stu(cy of the
effect. of free radicals and activo particles on the course of variour
ch~emical reactions and pr-oesses,, in particular in the new fiold cf
radiation-chemical reactions in solid phase at low temperatures.
102. The study of metals and alloys was concentrated on the
.,velopment of Plloys with particular propsi ties for tho now fields
of technology.
103. The Institute of Hatallurgy imeni1 A. A. asykov developed
me-~ high-temperature materials on the basis of n~iobiumq as well as
nevi high-etrength titanium a11oys.
1U4. There has been a development of the dislocation theory of
the off act of a sharp loss of strength and ductility of metals mben
ahve.ry thin layer of liquid low.mailting metals ia placid 4poni their
surfaces.
105. Considorable study was aed. on the problem of "Radio Eles,tr,,nics*, The Institute of Radio.Engineering and Electronics has
conwplcted work which establishes methods for designing radlio relay
cominication lines with large intervals between the intermediate
stations. Developmsnts wiere muds in omiating vaveguide lines for
lor-g-distAnoe communications with a carrying capacity of hiundreds of
television and hundreds of thousands of talephone transmisdionse
Important resu.Lts were obtained In the field of studying radio vaves
and the creation of low-noise comunmications facilitie3e
106, 1mw methods w-re developed for generating and amplifying
very high frequency oscillations, Semi conductor devices were devreloped for lou-wlioid Azapliiers and new types of cathodes were
proposed which would permit a significant increase in the operating
life of electronic aquipment.
107. The ',adio inginecring Institute conducted important w.cr.
-3n the creation of electronic systems for accelerating elementary
Ž>irticleai and for studying high frequency phenomena in plasma.
108. The basis of technical. progress under contoriporary con-.
diti',ns are, as is known,, autonzztion and teleLasohanis. Scientifiz
roasearch in this field during the report year mee d&.ected towards
fucilitating a gradual transfer to complex automation of production
processes# to fully automatic enterprises.
109, The Institute of Autont~cs and Telemecabanics proposed
nov principles of building optimal and self-mad justing controlled
-systems* The research made permitted the successful solution of
sertain actual ractical problems. Thus,, at one of the factories
In2U-

nf the Loscow Sovnarkhoz, there was introduced a self-adjusting
system, developec by tne Institute, for the automatic selection of
the optimum position in space of parts of a complex form. The use
at only
of this system has a considerable economic effect, savinr,
one factory, approximately 200 million rubles per year.
110. Of considerable interest are pneumatic devices which
On the baeis of these devicetE
execute elementary logic uperations.
cýertain standard automatic control circuits rerc developed in 1959.
ill.
At the present time theoretical foundations hz-ve been
created for the wide employment of tae principles of optimum contrcl
of a process under the most varied circumstances.
The problem is
now their practical realization.
112. Thanks to computers, important problems in machanics,
particularly in the field of the aerodynamics of supersonic veiov•tios$ were solved last year. For exanpl.-p the Computer Center dcveloped mothods of calculating the streamlinin- of blunted bodioa
of votation of constant shape and bodies whose surfaces are vapor' zo'
when they move at high speeds. The best known mechanics of the w1r±c
rorked for many years on this problem.
113.
The institute cf Mechanics propored a new method of cairc•lating the non linear flutter of pnels for aviation an, other constructions at high and supersonic spe~ds with a consideration fo'
heating; it was proven that aerodynamic damping plays a very import
ant role in calculating the axially symmetrical flutter of a circul L.
cylindrical body. In a strict non linear Lyapunov arrangement, the
Legrange theorem on the stability of movement of a solid body ha7 nrn
cavities with an ideal and viscous liquid w.s proven.
114.
Important results were marked in the study of aur planct,
its atmosphere, oceans, Lnd eao-th's crust. The basic wore on the
program of the International Guophysical Year vas conc.uded in 195.
115. The ocoanographic 3xpediticna of the Academy conducted
extensivi study of the *Jorld Ocean.
Particulnily vn.Luable studier
were made in the Pacific and Indian Oceans and in the wters surrounding the Antarctic.
116. Important stuc1os were conducted by Soviet expeeitionr
with participation of the Acadece's institutions on the Antarctic
continent. In the past year, Soviet scientists-polar Trorkers
created un the Antarctic a scientific station at the Pole of helative Inaccesibility; operations continued at the st-tion on the
Southern Manetic Pole; a remarkable crossing w.s mde across twe
*;.ntarctic continent to the Sotth Fole.
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Mention shoWld be made

of the completion of colleotion

of information by the Institute of Physics of the Earth imeni Yu.

Shmidt on the selsmicity of the territory of the Soviet Union;

seismi• maps were prepared., and the preparation of correspondin
reference materialsp very important for calculating building norrj
were carried out.
118. In the field of atmospheric study, our scientists weVe
abl-3 to advance in the devclopment of numerical methods of longterm and short-term wather forecasting.
In the past year, materials were aalyzea on the structure and regime of the upper
atmospheric layers obtaind through the aid of artificial earth

satellites and geophysical rockets, as well as by tbe results of

studying the spectrums of polar lights and other optical and eleotromagnetic phenomena in the atmosphere.
The new informtion
changes the previous conceptions of the Earth's air blanket.
119.

As a result of the many expeditions and field operationa

cnduotud duwlng the course of the =0!, =ujh material uas accumulated.

An important problem for the academic institutions purtici-

pating in research on the IG program is the expeditious processine,
analysins and generalization of this mterial. We nst
keep in
mind that our institutions in the geophysical geological, and geongraphic fields are in turn very actively gathering material in the
course of field operations, but unfortunately, are moving muh

slower with its analysis and processing.
120. Much wrk wab 4evoted to studying thu fundamoatal laws
grverning distribution of the main mineral deposits in toe eartht s
crust. The results of these studios were used in the creation of
mps of thu known one robable distribution of the various groups
mineral ores in bowls of the earth's crust. The methods for eolvi,
the most important problems of geology were noted - the intorrolatic..
ship of tectonics, nanextisa, azr ore formation,
121. Much work =s done by geologists in the study of gas.
bearing capacity of naturdl materials . For the first
time, a qianUttative prognosis was mWe of the gus reserves in the entire te-ritory of te
USSR and in separate regions.
122. A classification of ore-bearing teaTitories as developed
which is the scientific basis of prospecting and ourvying operations
123, As a result of the study of rare elemente in t.he vario-,s
eenetic types of hydrothersal fora'tions, oertain geological ruled
for their distribution were evolved,

124. Nyw ueposi,-s of phobphoriwes
Permian layers of the Southern Urals.

oer,d'.c) ered in

1ýhq LowE::

125. A many-year operation was concluded on the formulation
of prognosis maps laying tho basis for plans for tb1e developmert of
cil and gas mining in the Pre-Caucasiar. and other regions.
126. A study of therma) energy resources resulted in the Iocation of large eites in the Soviet Union with virtually unlimited
resources of heat, located at dcen levels but fully accessible f-r
irse for practical rurpos'3s.
127.
In the study of the natural resources of our country, an
important role was played by the Council on the Study of Prodnctit'z
Forces.
It organized expeditions cf a complex naturo wVich stud'ed
the possibilities of distributing the productive forces in the vuri -os
regions of the USSR and were concernod with prospecting for nor •c ..
cf raw materials and energy.
128.
In 1959, the SOPS (Soret Proizvoditel'nykh Sil Severa Council for the Productive Forces of the North), Jointly with local
organizations, conducted two major regional couferences in Vagsdx
and Kustanay, as a result of which a technical-economic evaluation.
rMs made, a cumtr.a,
of the resourcee of these regions -.as ccmpiled
and recommendations were developed for their complex utilization.
129.
In complying with the decisions of +he XXI Congress C$SC
and the July Plenum of the Central Committee CPSU of 1959 on ea.6ur
for expediting technical progress, the Academy's institutes did ccisiderable work on the creation of new and intensification of existir-

technological processes - one of the most important problems indicated by the past ;Lnrzul Peettng.
130. Thus, new methods of modeling and measuring thermoelast I'
stresses for calculating the strength of parts for rsv power enCineering equipevnt were developed by the Institute of Machine Sci"The Institute of Metallurgy imani A. A. Baykor proposed and is cor.ducting experimental-industrial testing of the technoloeiorl .ro-.
cegs3r1g Pf cast iron with high phosphorous content, thereby fecili.tatin.C t1•a complex utilization of all valuable components (iron,
phosphorous, and vanadium).
A technolopicirl floy sheet for the e7tracticn of gertanium ane gclliun frcm power engine .2rlng 3oal, whi,...
.S boin* checked out by industry, was jointly developed with the
Institute of Mineral Fuels.
131. The Institute of Mini
has developed a method of calculating the rational parameters and selection of parameters of mining
equipnent.
Some of the cact-ine bvilding plants, on the basis of t'-.'
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Tnstitutes s studies, a.e designi

and produaing equIpmsnt apd do-.

vices for autom-.tion and moebnisation of mimiA operations,

132.
retiesa

The Institute of MIneral ?uls

Me developed the tkeo-

bases of tbo processes of enriching coal

.- =igmtlG, aero.

suspension, and radiomotrio - dvdoh perit the complete automationA
,,f the coal enrichment.
% nev process of ozidation pyrolysis of
natural and industrial gases to obtain unlimited hydrocarbons

(etkl~ene, proylene, etc), ihaih is an imortant rev mterial for

the production of synthetic matelals, has been turned over for
industrial-exper'iuntal testing. This process differs from the
previouslzv knom onces by the simplicity of technological form and
high output pro4uction.

133.

A nadber of important development

mentioned by ou

134.

in modern sieencu

last yeew's msings, refer to the field of biolo•v.

The ltitutes

of the Departmw

of Biological ScieJceM

conducted considerable work on the rmaping of the plan of **i"- rntific resoareh in accordmaoe •itth the decisions of the Deoeober
Plenum of the Central Comintteo CPSU of 1958 and XXI Conress CPSU.

135,. The critical commente dLreeted at us at the Demwder
nlon=m revmassisted by a unification of the creative forces of
Soviet biologists, and the rebuilding earried on n 1959 aided both
the estaolishment of Imrtant theoretlal problem ard the strenD~th
ing of the bonds of the aoaiefai JnsttutlAns of the biolwricao.
fie',
%.-it4.
t,.e Frnotioe of *Lmicu.ture
d rmdicins.

136. On the basis of previousLy
cumulated data, a propc-88s.
,as presented to the Council of Mnisters US and the Ceatras
Cormittee CFP7 for the best use of natural reouorces, on the use cf new
tooknlogiorlo
processes and preparations in industry etc. Many of
"thebs have been accepted.
137. O importanee to a•riculture are tho proposals on com'batinC soil ernsion, on masterin and improving saliniferous lands.
The vutting into practice, on a large soale, of the recoL•adec:
compiex of Dens
a ou evoitiag erosion (the use of anti-erosive
agrc technolofj,
the developmnt of protective forest grewtht the
so,-n71
of gross) could pnrtt
an Inojease In the total.grain brves'.
of approximatoly 1-2 billion pood £1 pood u 36 usWa
ennually.
138.
11o system of metures for improving saliniferviis landi
suocessfully passed Its tests in the southern krsinep in the Volpa
area, and in Ksakhatan.
This opened the possibility for a fPrt~er
mastery -"f salinlferous lanus for the soUing of gain aultures &W
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fodder pastures. r.e must consider that country's land fund consis.-,.
of more than 100 million hectares of ulin~ferouu soi.
139.

The results of the work of the Institute of Genetics ca

incriasing the percent of fat in eilk froo cattle by means of

brveenghhblb-wield lean-milk cov with bulls of tae rich-ailk ýAe;
,ererves serious attention. For 4 wide oientific-•roluctivo veiiecation of the pedigreed properties of the selUctsd aybridla, the In
otitute "at 90 bulls to the farms of the scientific-research
institrtione, kolkboAes and sovkhoses in various regions.
140.
Important results wre achieved by the Win botaniual
Garden in the development of nev more productive varities of weon the bauis of the principle of remote hybridization.
141. The Institute of Biolaical Physics sampled, on a see.productive scale, and propoes the introduction in agriculturul
practice of p-ooring exposurt of vogetable seeds which incrio4r-

thn harvest by 15-209.
1W2. It ws indicated in the decisions of the XII Congress
CPSU that the expmalon of biology will facilitate the use of itc
achievements attaired in the fields of physioal a&M cheatcx.1 scknc .s.

1.3.

In 1959, the biolo,.'cal institutions mdj a considerablu-'-er us' In their work of nh neo muthuds of phbpis and chmi ;'" ..
EquiPwnt ws built to calculate the exact physical chbracteribsic

of b~iolo~idal processes.
144. The use of electronic calculators by the Institute of
Higber 11brwtus Activity pernatted the detooti3n of the slightest
chnages in the activity of the br.in.
145. In the Institute of FbWuiology ineni I. P. Ptvlov, neow
electrophsiologeccl data were obtained Wdhih charac-'rize tho r. .-r-,
sentatlon of the internal organs in the cortex of the brain and
prove the correctnacs of I. P. Parlav's conception of the nucleuw
of the azAlyzer and its localization.
1U6. All this, of course, Is merely the first stuee in tk•
employment of the revest experimental possibilities in the study
tioloical processes.
1U7. The study of the phicochemical relationships, ly]irj c.
thM basi3 of the
nhif'cstation cf the life actwvity cf organirL..
has been considerably expanded.

-
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148. Great succeuses were achieved in the study of nucleinic
acids. Thus, the Institute of Biochemistry ieni.A, N. Dakh discovered the phenomenon of the intermittent transition of the
convoluted configuration of a viral ribonucleinic acid into an
unfolded chain upon heating of the solution. It us established
that the entire molecule of the natural viral ribonucleinio aoid
is forned by one high-polymer continmuus polyribonucleotide chain
rith a molecular weight of 2 million. The completeness of this
chain (ie.,
the primary structure) plays the decisive role in the
manifestation of biological activity of macleinic acids.
149a The Institute of Microbiology has discovered the luminescence of nucleinic acids and their derivatives in the ultra.violet range under the influence of exposure to light; this has a
real significance for the understanding of the changes of nucleinic
acids under the influence of light radiation.
150. The Institute of Plant Physiology imni I. A. Tiairyasev
has obtained interesting data concerning the energy exchange 2n
rlant roots upon absorption of nutritive elements from the soil. It
was discovered that the initial
assimilation of phosphate by the
roots is made by means of absorption through the glycolysis and the
cycle of carbonic acids into the composition of the adenosintriphosphoric acid.
151.
If we are to speak about some of the contributions to
medicine# then we should mention that in the report year, the
kcacenq hus begun a cumplex study on the problem cf cancer.
In
addition to the Institute of Radiation and Physicochemical Biology,

studies in this field were begun by the Institutes of Cytology anO
Biological Physics.

152.

A method has been developed for transforming cortisone

and hydrocortisone into new, more active,

sone and predn-solon.

it

steroid hormones - pre-'ni.

mas suggosted jointly with the Kurmanok

Medical Preparations Plant to regulate the factory production of
domestic hibberillin and test samples have already been received.
153. The Institute of Mcrobiology has developed and turned
over to design organisations, documentation for designing a factcry
to produce the bacterial ensym arlase, which is of considerable
importance to the textile industry.
154. Valuabie rcsults were obtained by ztologists, botanists,
and parasitologists.
153. Ve can thus mention, that the institutes of the Departmetw
,:f BiCloGiOLl ~izunCUs, to a oonaidurable degree, have revised and
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developed their research in light of the critical comments which
were made to our biologista by the Central Committee of tue Ocm-

wmi-t Pcrty.

156. The fundamental works of the institutes of the Department of Economic, Philosophical, and Lesal Sciences were concentrated on the complex study of the laws of transition from sociali-"

to communism.
157. The institutes of this Department, to7ether with tLe
p!.rticipation of scholars from ozber inetitutes rnade roports to "2Gosplan USSR on the tempos and proportions of national economic ex.
pansion in a general perspective, on the complex development of all
forms of transport, about the economic competition between the rwo
systems and tho projcctionj for the economic expansion of the maL.
c"pitalibtic countries and others.
158. The Institute of Economics nas made a theoretical development of the basic methodological queitions on thu balance of
national economy, gave an evaluation. of the conditions which determine the expansion rate of socialist economy, prepared suggestions towards increasing productivity of labor in individual
branches of industry of the USSR, made studies on the basic dirjctions for decreasing the capital capacity of social production.
Tae basic laws and characteristics for the establishment of industrialization in individual countries unuer condizions of eco.ic-•'collaboration and international division of labor in the socialast
camp were studied jointly with the economists of the countries of
the peoples 3 democracies.

159. The Institute of Philosophy has prepared a book, "On
the Emergence and Evolution of Socialist Society', which prearen,
a eystem1-tic delineation of tVhe basic laws of the emergence and cvo.
lution of the socialist society, and generalizes the experience of
socialist construction in the USSR.
160. Considerable attention during the report year was devoted to the creation of papers generalizi4g the laws of hUstor±r-a
evclution, as well as the preparation of lesson books and study

materials.

We should mention the multi-volume "History of the UCS,.."

(from the ancient times to the present day); five volunes of this
publication, which it is hoped will be completed by the 50th Octotx.:
Anniversary, are devoted to the history of Soviet society. The
compilation of a five-volume general study, "The History of the
Great Octooer Socialist Revolution", has commenced.
161. We should mention zhat volume VI of the multi-volume 11A'.i
Wo-rltl History" hts been published; a nurber of ix-st.tu4 es of tho
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Department of Historic~l Sciences participated in its compilation;
the work on volumes VII and VIII has been completed*
162, The Institute of Philosophy has published volumes IlI
and IV of the "History of Pnilosophy" which reveal the most impportant stages in the development of philosophy in various countries

and on the philosophy of ihe peoples of the USSM up to the beginnint:
of the epoch of imperialism and the proletarian revolutions; particular attention is devoted to the questions on the formation of
;Jarxist ideology.
163.

An additional publication of the collective works "The

Fundamentals of Marxist Philosophy" wus prepared in wahioh a syetecratio exposition is given of the bases of dialectic and nistorical
materialism, generalizations are made on the practice of ooumuzdat
construction and the aewest information on modern natural scienceas,
uriticisms are uwde ot the we~in trends, of modern bourgeois philoso.
phy and sociology.
164. The growth of Soviet literature is characterized by tne
urge to sclve actual problems of modern literary life and a deeper,
in comparisou tU pr'evious years, attention to the theoretical
problems (socialistic realism and the courses of its evolutionp

general laws of the literary process in individual national llto,%atureasp etc*), The development of the theory uf nlkuxist laterery
writing is organically tied in with the struggle against foreign
bourgeois and revisionist concepts, espeiaolly against structuralis-hbich has recently become active.

165.

Measume were taken in the field of linguistics to

strengthen the soiendfic research work on the theory of Soviet
language sciencee
166. A considertcblo and still increaaing portion of scientific
research is beiug conuucted in institutes and laooratories, which
ar -ander the jurisdiction of the branches of the Academy of SciErm-r
USSR. During 1959# the position of the branches became a little
ationger.
hewir aciant.,fia, prodaction was also increased.
167. It is impossible to enumerate all of the works conducted
by tie brancches, therefoxe# we must limit ourselves only to indi.
vidual examples to characterize their activity,
108. Thup the Ural oranch developed toe theory of a mew geo,
Physical methoc - a continuous active core sampling by electrical
Means for the location of ore zones in bore cross sections. New
",!esuitap obtained in the field of the chemistry of cispersed and
"-ro eluments (c-allium, germaniun, beleni-m, etc.), permitted a
-28 -

recommendation of the technological methods for the recovery of a
number of these elements and have been accepted by industry for use.
169. A tochnological sch*eme was proposed for obtaining ferroand mranganese-silicon from the poor phosphorus ores cf the Urals
which will permit us to eliminate the transport of manganese alloys
from the southern areas of the country to the Urals.
170.
h large number of organophos-horous compounis, actively
effective against the most varied blights of agricultural and fruit
cultures were synthesisea in the Chemical institute of the Kazan
branch.
Preparations for the treatment of eye diseases, glaucoma,
herpes tonsurans and others were developed and introduced into use,
171.
The Koltsk branch, for the first
time in the USSR, doveloped a flotation method for ferrous quartzite, thus producing
iron ore concentrates with a high iron content. The nethod is beinp
introduced into practice at the Olenegorsk mining-processing enterprise and the Cherepovetsk metallurgical plant and will permit a
saving of up to 70 million rubles annually.
172.
The Moldavian branch has completed its work on the iatruduction of European grape culturos, one cf the most stable against
phylloxera.
The savings which this work will provide during the
seven year plan in Moldavia alone will be measurable in the hundreds
of millions of rubles.
173.
The Dagestan branch has ccmnleted an interesting wvork
based on the construction, close to the Makhachkala thermoelectric
station, of buildings using terrestrial heat. Research on the
thermal conductivity of indium antimonide in a magnetic field has
permitted a verification of the existing theory of the hiadzhi-RigaLduk effect for the case of stronj magnetic fields. The correctnt-ss of the theory of this effect was verified.
174. Ue must mention, in addition, that the supervision of
the scientific enterprises of the branches by the departments of ou,
Academy still
remains, as before, insufficient.
175.
The Siberian Department holds a particular place within
the territorial organization of our Academy.
176. All of us understand the huge role of the natural reso•urces of Siberia in the future increase in the productive forces
of the country. We greeted the patriotic beginning; of many of our
outstanding scholars and youth who took part in the rapid expansion
of science in the more important centers of Siberia.
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177. The body of the Department totals, at the present, some
2000 scientists and 3000 scientific-technical workers. In 1959
nearly 600 scientific research projects were completed, and the
results of the work on 25 of them have already been introduced into
practice.
178. The first production of the newly created institutes of
the Siberian Department came out in the report year. These completed works deal with various fields of science.
179. The Institute of Hydrodynamics, for example, conducted
theoretical research on the jet flow of gas, developed a theory of
!7rve motion of liquids in shallow waters (in connection with the
problem of "tsunami"), showed the action of cumulative charges in
-round cracking, etc. The Institute of Theoretical and Applied
MLechanics and the Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion
studied the questions concerned with power steam-gas equipment. The
Institute of Mining has published a monograph on the development of
the coal deposits in the Kuzbass. The geologists of the Siberian
Department conducted considerable research.
180. The Institute of Experimental Biology and Medecine improved methods of studying the human circulatory system and methods
of surgical operation on the heart and vessels, thus permitting the
introduction of surgical operations of the heart into practice at
the Novosibirsk hospitals.
181. We wish to give our best wishes to the pioneers of the
Siberian Department, and to all of their compatricts, for further
successes in their work: academicians M. A. Lavrentlyevp S. A.
Khristianovich, S. L. Sobolev, A. A. Trofimuk, P. Ya. Kochina, Yu,
N. Rabotnov, corresponding members of the Academy of Sciences USSR
A. V. Nikclayev, K. B. Karandeyev, N. N. Vorozhtsov, E. E. Fotiadi,
and G. K. Boreskov.
182. This past year was marked with brilliant successes in
the foreign relations of the Soviet Union. The visit of the head
of the Soviet government, N. S. Khrushchev to the United States was
a turning point in international relations. The persistent struggle
of our government for the prevention of a threat of a new iar, for
a softening and a normalization of international relations, is
supported by the majority of the people of the world and creates
favorable conditions for the development of international coopera-.
ticn in the realm of science.
183. All of this found its reflection in the development of
the international ties of the Academy of Sciences.
Nearly 800
Soviet scholars travelled to the capitalist countries and approximately
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the same number to the socialist countries.
More than 1500 foreign
scholars from the capitalist and socialist countries were received
by the Soviet Union.
184. Our foreign ties assisted in the strengthening of the
priority of Soviet science and in our employment of thie experience
and knowledge of foreign scientists.
Thus, the Institute of Sili.cate Chemistry used the experieace of the Chinese specialists in
the field of enameling; the suggestions of the Institute were considered in the industrial production of thin-walled enamels for
dishes. Scientists of the Department of Biological Sciences mastorjd
the rethod of electrophysiological study of the nervous system devyloped in Hungary, the methods of studying metabolism in plant
roots through the u6e of radioactive isotopes as practiced in the
GDR.
185.
At the Conference on the Physics of High Energy Particles, familiarization with American work on the determination of
the internal parity of -pr-mesons resulted in the elimination of
ana!Qgous work from the. lan of the Physics Institute, thereby pormitting a saving of a great amount cf time and effort. Materials
of the Conference on Molecular Spectroscopy, conducted in Italy,
permitted recommendations to be made on the organization of series
output of improved spectrometers.
186.
It must still
be stated, that we are making pocr use of
the information obtained as the result of the many foreign visits
made by our scientists.
It is necessary to make a marke,! improvement in the information in this field so that all interestig foreiga
achievements may be rapidly utilized by our institutes.
187.
The institutions of the Academy of Sciences USSR, during
the past year, continued to provide freiandly assistance to the
academies of sciences of the socialistic countries by means of
sending qualified specie.lists, forwarding of various uaterials an!
training of personnel.
Ncarly 500 young scientists from the soci-alist countries have undergone apprenticeship and aspirant trainLiC
with us.
188. Scientific ties were also broadened with the capitalistiz
countries.
In addition to the earlier made agreement on scientific.
cooperation with England ind France, the Academy made agreements
with the scientific institutions of the USA, Canada, and West German:j.
in 1959.
189.
Of considerable importance is our participation in international scientific organizations.
At the present time we belong
to 82 organizations.
Nearly 400 Soviet scholars are members of
- 31
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various committees,

commissions, and other agencies of international

scientific councils, associations, and federations.
In some of them
Soviet scientists hold leading positions; for example, academicians
L. I. Sedov, A. A. Blagonravov, corresponding member of the Academy
of Sciences USSR V. V. Belousov, Doctor of Physiocomathematical
Sciences A. M. Letov, and others.
190. The Academy participated in the very important measures
promuleated by international scientific societies. These include:
the International Oceanographic Congress in New York, The XVII International Congress on Theoretical and Applied Chemistry and the International Symposium on High Molecular Compounds in West Germany, the
Internntional Congress of Physiologists in Argentina. the International Congress of Sociologists in Italy, etc.
191. Some similar meetings were conducted in the Soviet Union.
Thc active participation of Soviet scientists at international congrossos, conferences, symposiums, testify to our great contributions
to rorld science and to the wide recognition of the successes of
Soviet science by all countries of the world. This is a beneficial
and necessary activity. Nevertheless, the Presidium of the Academy
of Scionces, the councils and national committees representing the
USSR in the international scientific unions, should examine more
attentively the present forms of international scientific cooperation,
which, in many instances, are far from perfect, and take steps to see
that they answer the modern position of science and the requirements
of efficient organization.
192. The General 1Aeeting of the Academy which was held last
year underlined the need to strengthen ideological work among the
scientific workers of the Academy's institutions and paid particula-r
attention to the need of developing the activities of methodological
seminars on the philosophical generealizations of contemporary
achievements of science.
The Presidium of the Academy accepted the
decision for a subsequent inmprovement in the activity of the philosoi-hical (methodological) seminars, on work in the enterprises and
on scientific propajganda.
It should be stated that work in these
fields revived in 1959.
193.
The philosophical seminara, which, according to the Presidium's decision, were included in the general system of scientific
activity of the institutes, began to function more satisfactorily,
Hovover, the authorities in some of the scientific institutions did
n-t '.mdorstand the importance of the measures set forth by the Presi-

dium. In a number of institutes, for example, in the Soil, Plant
Physiology, Minerology, Geochemistry and Crystallochemistry of hare
Elements, and others, not one philosophical seminar has as yet been
held.
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194. Such are the brief characteristics of the results of work
in the most importnnt fields as dctermined by the previous Annual
Meeting, with certain cormments on the activities of the branches and
It must be assumed that there will be inon international ties.
cluded in this summary, additions and corrections by the participants of this meeting in their reports.
The totcl scientific activity of the Academy is truly
195.
great. Ho-rever, they could have been better if it N:ere not for the
deficiencies which exist in our work.
196. As already mentioned by the President in his introductory
remarks, the growth of our scientific institutions is broadly surpassing the tempo of construction and equipping of institutes and
In connection with this, there arise difficulties in
laboratorios.
oroviding work on proper facilities and there is evidence of a lack
These difficulties will be overof curtain types of equipment, etc.
3ome; the gap between the requirements of the institutes and the
possibilities of complying with them is being systematically reduced.
Many of the shortcomings are related to an insufficient
197.
control of the work of the institutes nnd laboratories on the part
if the Departments and the Presidium, with a formal character of th:is
up to the evidence of the most common burcaucratism, a slow proSuch
cessing of documents, the lack of personal supervisions etc.
however,
not,
are
They
numbers.
in
great
exist
shortcordngs still
Ghe main hinderance to the growth of scientific research in the
country. Apparently, the basic shortcomings to which we must devote
She most serious attention are that we have not yet learned to correctly organize and coordinate scientific research, we have not
astered resoarch by projected planning.
198. An important
search is filled by the
in the basic directions
by the determination of

place in the organization of scientific reconcentration of resources and facilities
of all,
of scientific research, and, first
these self-same basic directions.

In the past year, the Presidium of the Academy and all
199.
-f the acd.-1emy's institutions devoted considerable attention to the
questions of the organization of scientific tasks, and some work
oas done in this field. Thus, the Presidium and the Departments of
the Academy clarified the plans of scientific research in accordance
vith those basic directions which were established by the previous
In conjunction with this, there was an expansion in
f*nnual Meeting.
'She study of those problems seen as most pressing, far example, on
uOlymors in the chemical institutions, on the location of useful
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minerals in the geological-geographic, etc. Some less important
topics were eliminated from the plans of the institutes.
200. It must be said, however, that in this field, only the
very first, and actually preliminary, stop have been taken. Substantive changes which must take place, especially along the line
of eli-ninnting unrealistic and purely branch topics, have still
not been effected.
201. The ccordination of work on problems is being conducted
by a large number of various councils, commissions, or committoes.
Some of these exist within the Presidium of the Academy.
In general,
these councils and commissions, have somewhat imprcved their activity during the past year, while some of them are operating successfully. For example, in the Department of chemical sciences,
thE. Council on the Problem of the use of Atomic Energy in Chemistry
systematically conducted sessions of commissions and the results
and plans of research were discussed. The Council on the Problem
of the "Theory of Chemical Structure, Kinetics, and Reaction
Capabilities" operated successfully.
202.
In the Department of Technical Sciences, we must make
mention of the Council on the Problem of Strength and Plasticity.
It not only meets on a monthly basis, but has also prepared for
publication a bulletin about the course of its work.
203. The Council on the Problem "A History of the Great October Socialist Revolution" is actively at work.
204. However, the majority of the existing councils and other
coordinating agencies do not satisfy the requirements set forth
before them. Many of the councils are nothing more than organs of
the institutes and are composed of institute workers which, of
course, narrows their coordinating function.
205. The majority of the scientific councils did not apply
information on the work on the problems.
Liaison is poorly established with the non-academic institutions, the VUZes and branches
of the institutes. The directives of the Presidium concerning the
discussions on combined pl:%ns on 1960 problems have not been adhered
to; attention is not being devoted to an examination of results of
work; recommendations are not forthcoming about the introduction of
one positive result or another.
206.
In this manner, the activity of the existing councils hes
serious defects, and the coordination of scientific research is
moving quite poorly thus far.
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There has been an imprcvement in the vork of the Presi207.
dium and the bureaus of the Departments, although, obviously, the
participants at this meeting can better speak about this.
208. Thus, in spite of the great successes of Soviet science
of which all of our people are proud, we must rereiaiber that our
do not satisfy, to the required deireee, the requireactivities still
ments of the country, the requirements of practical work; at the
same time, we are expending very much effort and facilities on
secondary and unrealistic research.
209. Ve have become accustomed to comparing the condition
and achievements of our work with the foreign level.
This, of cour-,,
is a healthy comparison and it will remain a healthy comparison for
a long time to come.
We still
have much to do in order to teke overi
first
place in the solution of all scientific problems.
But this
is not the limit. We remember the words of :1. S. Mir 1 shchev to tae
effect that our country will, in the near future, overtake the
leading capitalist power-tho United States of America--and will go
forward, leaving it behind us.
And this means that the basic
criterion for an evaluation of the status of our affairs is not
the foreign level, but is the conformity to the completed and proposed needs of our national economy.
210. We are now developing the plans for the growth of our
ccuntry for the next 15-20 years.
Our scholars are participating
in this work und are assisting the governmental agencies.
They arc
assisting, in particular, in considering for the plan that which
has already been achieved by science.
But it is also necessary to
foresee future scientific achievements.
To do this, it is necessury
to know how to properly evaluate the development of science, to
plan, or better yet, to foresee the discoveries and to calculatu ti
periods of time for their introduction into practice.
The greater
our success in
10ing so, the better wie will be able to utilize our
time - a factor of the most important significance in our pcacuful
competition with capitalism.
211.
In thu forthcoiaing y-ar•, new institutos and laboratori'..
will be orgcnizod, accelerators, telescopes, ships and various otheu
facilities will be developed for scientific research, tens of
thousands of new scientific workers will be trained.
However, in
order for the great army of Soviet scientists to work effectively
and rapidly, we rust have clear coordination and a correct evaluaTion
of the perspectives of scientific research. First of all, this is
necessary for the Academy collective, for its institutions.
212.
Under the leadership of the Communist party, our per.plE
have overcome an age-old backwardness, have broken the resistance
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of a miltitude of enemies and has now entered on the decisive state
of peaceful competition with capitalism.
On
213. Together with us I-re our brother socialist nations.
our side is the sympathy of millions of progressive people of all
countries. Can there be any greater joy for a scientist then that
of belonging to the Soviet people, to work on giving life to the
loadine ideas of humanity.
214, Soviet scientists are proud of that attention and trust
which the Homeland bestows upon them. They trill devote all of their
efforts and knowledge towards the fulfillment of the grandiose
missions wihich the Soviet government, the Communist Party of the
Soviot Union has placod before science.
DISCUSSION OF TkE REPORT
Academician I. I. Artobolevskiy
215. The heýNulations of the Academy of Sciences USSR contains
thr point that the Academy assists in popularizing scientific
achievemonts. Very many of the institutes, primarily of the humanit~rian type, and individual scientific societies which are in the
Academy dc considerable work on the dissemination of scientific
knowlodge. But, unfortunately, not all of them. For example, in
the Power Engineerin.a Institute, a group of members of the Al!1nfon Society for tho Dissemination of Political and Scientific
KnLwludgo consists of 9 reoplo. In other institutes. such groups
have still fewer members.
"~v of our outstanding scholars - academicians, corres216.
pording nembers and doctors of science - avidly come forth with
lectures and reports and are active propagandists of scientific
But the basic mass of our co-workers still do not sufknowledge.
f'iciontly participete in this work. It is necessary that the representatives of our natural sciences - physics, chemistry. biology,
engineering - assume their rightful place, particularly since theris considerable interest in the achievements in this field.
217. 1,nother course of disseminating scientific knowledge is
I rust say, that books
through the publication of popular books.
beine published in iur scientific-populz.r series aro always written
by outstanding specialists, on a high scientific pl'noe, but, unfortunately, the greater majority of them do not have the character
of popular publications, but rather of short monoGraphs designed
for the well trained reader.
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218. Such popularizers of science as V. i. Obrachev, V. I.
Vernadskiy, S. I. Vaviov, A. Ye. Fersman, knew hov to bring in
a remarkaAle form the nost difficult scientific questions to the
ro. d mass oi' rerders.
The editorial offices wLich are concerned
vith the publication of popular books should consider that there
must be books of various scientific levels designod for different
types of readers.
w:hen surving as a jury momber for internationI read aporoximately 40
ponul-.r buoks publishe(' abroad. iAnong them i discoveredi the must
wonacerful forms of popularization.
The nost difficult questions
of astronomy, biology, thtory of relativity, cybernetics, were explained in an extremely colorful and presentable foru.
Perhaps we
should consider th, translation of some of the popular bcoks which
have. been published abro-tt.
219.

Recently,

"z.1 avards for scientific-popular books,

220.
In conclusion I would like to express the hope that in
tho next report on the Acadeay's activities, all of our institutLono
wil3'ie .J'rthily presentou as propagandists of scienzific knowlecge,.

Corresponding Menber AS USSR L. A. Zenkevich
221.
Now), tVhe thouchts of the researcher, the Qnginecr l s
thinking, concretely, in a realistic form, are approaching the
irobleri of drillin6 into the earth's crust below the ocean, through
the- entire thickness of the bottom sediments and through the entire
tarth's crust to the mantle.
If we cvn imagine what this work will
gJive us, then the use of the term "colossal" is not an oxaýgerationa,
222.
It must bo said that a rapid solution of many problems o•eolor,., L.ophysics, clirkatlogy, is impossible at the prosent tia.s
in vio,. of the lack of corresponding methods.
A seismo,-raphic analz:½
1)f all that lios under th., ncean's bottum dces not 7,ive reliable r.sults with sufficient accuracy.
However, d1rilling througn tho eL.rt:'-:
crust w:ith all of the bottom sediments !ill permit, in a rather sho:tiI.V, th, s.,lution of a number of questions on the history of the
c,.ean itoelf, its level, salinity, and the life that was in it.
223.
A. number )f other problems arise, for exarple, the paleontoloical, inasmucn as the two kilometer thickness of ocean sedirnents
contain, in onL firm or another, not only the history of the earth's
climate, but also, to a significant (egree, the history of cosmic

0pxco 0
224.
The jtudy of the ocean bottora has a very practical imnortance as it c ntnins untold Mineral wealth.
It has beon
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established that there are easily obtainable reserves of ironmanganese concretions totaling some 8 billion tons lying along the
surfacc
of the Pacific Ocean's bottom, This reuarkable ore con-tains copper, cobalt, nickel, and others.
The bottom deposits
probably contain other wealthy mineral resources, and they undoubtedly crlso exist in the crust along the Mohorovicic line.
225.
In the fall of last ycar, the Presidium of the Acaderay of Sciincvs USSR, giving considerable sinificract to thu growirg
rolu of the oceans tnd seas to human life, decreed the inclusion
of tho study of the nmturc and resources of the oceans into the
leading scientific problems.
However, the development of this
problem, Iespite its extreme scientific and practical significance,
has not been aided by our Academy.
It is necessary, in the very
near future, to take the most decisive steps for the correction of
this situation.

Corresponding hember AS USSR,

V. V. Belouscv

22b. The International Geophysical Year (IGY), which had boun
oxtcndud for an add.itional calendar year, came to a close on 31
Dececber 1959. This grandiose scientific actien, in which scientists from 66 countries participated, went through with very great
success,
227. loportant sciuntific results were achieved, principally,
in all fields nf .-eopnysics.
Nkw, the most important stagc has axrived nn2 the success of the cntire wtrk dependýs upon it.
This

stý:e is the equipping of the Wiorld Center, which is situated in thL

USSFp •4th all of the materials of the IGY, and the processing and
cierntific utilization of all of the obtnined results.

228. MWanwhile, some of the Academy's institutes which are
responsiblo for the scientific mastery of the results of observations, arc not showinw, the desired activity and we risk losing
that competition which nas now develops,' between the IGY participatin; countries in the practical em-0loyment cf these results. The
iortaors of the scientific institutions of the Acadeny aust keep

the30 works in the cmnter of their attention.
229.

At the same time, it

is necessary to strengthen for the

futurc the high lvvel attained in the c.rryinc out of geophysicl

rese'irch.
itt the present tine, geophysics is a means if the scientific mastory of our planet. A very donnorous nenr-sightedness is
being deoonstratcO by those scientific lead~ers who feel that folloiine the IGY, the level of observations may be lowered consideral'ly.
Soro sensible changes in the pro~raz are .osaible, of course, but the
froa*, of ;*t- bysical re.., ,rc", r.-ist,.
h t any .i
be ,-.x
,,
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230.
The Dcint is that thu- program of the IGY was directed up
rather than Jown: the protler of Sun - Earth, the processes in the
ionosphere, :ieteorolcgy, these than are the problems which were
was dore
fouad in the center of this pro7ram. An'i relatively little
for thu sWudy of the solid interior of the Earth as a source of
mineral resources and energy. Mhat we know about the composition
anJ structure of the Earth's interior and of the processes which
This is the airecticn in which we
roccur there is laughably little.
Our Eirth will ramain for a
have to c-ncentrato greater efforts.
long time tho same base on which ixin lives -and will live.
231. I feel that the tcadcmy of Sciences USSR will display
tha proper perspective feeling if special attention will be given
to th• many-sided development of the physics of the Earth's intrior.

,calcmician

.. L. iints

232.
The expansion cf radioelectronics, semiconductors, and
fcrrites has already begun.
Now comes the study of high frequency
Phvnoiena in plasma which presents considerable interest for controlled thzrronuclcar synth..sis,, for new systems of accelerating
2.leoentary particles and, finally, fur generatin6 and amplifying
sumer-hi;h frequency oscillations.
233.
,.e must master plasm. in the sane manner as we are rm-!toring con-luctors and dielectrics - this is one of the learting perspoctive problems cf modern radio electronics.
234. Further, I will touch upon the inter-relationship Letv:eon
acvderic institutes Lnd institutes and injustrial plants, and the
Introoluction of the resultd of scientific efforts.
It seems hopelrbZ•
to T
to try and find a line of demarcation separating academic
acientific activity and tCe work of the branch scientific-technical
$nstitutes. Sclnce is one, and the problem is the attainrzent of
tie sro'thost possible transition from one farm of scientific activity tc another,
235.
Lany scientific task3, by virtue of specific reasons,
Jould, be con'ucted only under factory conditions.
Their main aim
is t:;e improuveent of technoloyj. Whcn their results are introducedo

trchnicr~l risk, us a rule, must be excludcd.
236.

The basic goal of research conducted by large branch injtituts
and design bureaus is that of developing new designs for
"%.rclinvsj, d'evices, instnllations, the search for ?rincipally new
.cchn-logy for production processes.
In the solution of such problem,
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The participation of these
technical risk is fully legitimate.
institutes in the work of the factories, right up to the mastery of
new procduction, is mnanratory.
237. The institutes of the Academy of Sciences must develop
the basic directions of scientific research, must conduct questing
operations which are coupled with considerable risk. However, the
plan must be so designed that a large portion of the research would
lead to successful results. Research work must be delegated to thcmere talented and unselfish scientists.
Clearly, neither the subject nor the branch of science
238.
serves as the criteria for the division of the institutes into various
The main criteria are the degree of pormissable risk ancategories.
the rigidity of the plan of developments.
239. Toe should not unify the form of introduction nor the work
If there is the possibility
hothods of the individual institutes.
of realizing in the academic institute the entire chain of 'levelopIt is also fully proper to have
.ient, then we should not fear this.
collaboration between the academic institute and the branch or the
But at all stages,
factcry even in the early stages of development.
the workers of the academic institute must be concerned with their
own pet projects.
240. Valuable and sufficiently completed scientific works will
always find their way into life and will facilitate the solution of
irportant problems which face our country.
Academician V. V. Shuleykin
241.
Permit me to add certain data concerning the physics of
the oceans to the report.
242.
As it is known, all that occurs in the ocean depends,
of all, upon the solar heat which falls upon its surface. Even
first
at the time of Second Geophysical Year, which was called the Polar
time
Year and took place during 1932-1933, our country, for the first
in the world, invented and employed a special ship-board solar energy
Since that time, this work has received
recr!ivor on expeditions.
broad development, and during the IGY, through the use on Soviet ves.sels of new modern equipment developed primarily by the Marine Hydrophysics Institute of the Academy of Sciences USSR, a number of important studies were conducted. The most interesting, and I would
say, fundamental, is the work of one of the members of the Marine
Hydrophysics Institute, Yu. G. Ryzhkov, who, while on board the "Ob"t,

-
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recorded the sum total of solar heat begniLng at 640 south latitude
No one in the world has yet done this on
to 600 north latitude.
such a scale.

243. Research was conducted on the precipitant 6rovith of
telluric currents in the depths of the ocean waters, which was disThe
covered by the same Yu. G. Ryzhkov in The Indian Ocean in 1956.
build-up occurs according to a linear law, and it can be aasumed
that these currents, to a considerable degree, are respunsible fur
magnetic declination; this presents enormous practical interest octi
Their first rocozdin. in leep wateL
to mariners and to geodesists.
It confirmed the disvas made by us from the ship "Sedov" in 1957.
It was possible to record tnc deep rapid
covery of Yu. G. Ryzhkcv.
build-up of currents, and subsequently, in 1959, to Lzeasure the
This work established that
magnetic declination at Lreat depths.
cne third of the magnetic declination, especially in the Atlantic,
are related to currents of the Wiorld Oceano
244. There is much more for science to do in the field of
studying the origin of atmospheric electricity and earth magnetism.
Valuable work in these directions was conducted aboard the nonmagnetic schconer "Zarya"i.
2453 Finally, it seems to me, that mention shuuld be ma~ie in
the report of those problems which were solved on our new firstLast ycar,
class-equipped expeditionary vessel "Mikhail Lomonosov".
the workers of the Marine Hydrophysics Institute conductedl broad
work in such a field of geophysics as optics of the sea, which also
had its conception in the Soviet Union. Some of this rese-arch was
cunducted on the "Likhail Lomonosov".

4icademician

246.
247.
search,

A. Ye.

Arbuzov

I will pause cn several questions.
The first

of these is the organization of scientific re.-

248. That science must be planned and that scientific resoarch
This question has a
must be co, rdinated is plain to each of us.
side, however, which is not so clear; it is the parallelism of
I make a differentiation in the development
scientific research.
The
of science between useful parallelism and harmful parallelism.
classical example of useful parallelism is the simultaneous development of the problems of the synthesis of caoutchcue conducted by
three of the leading scientists of our country - S. V. Lebedev, B,
That problem, as ve know$ wao
V. Byzov, and I. I. Ostroiayslenskiy.
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most successfully solved by S. V. Lebedev. Such parallelism, I
imagine, must have a place in the development of problems, whose
herald
solutions, according the statement of our President, rill
the entry to the next floor of the building of science, as well as
the most important problems decreed by national economy.
Conse-.
quently, the problem of planning and coordinating science must lead
to the struggle against useless and harmful parallelism.
249.
I would also like to pause on an extremely important
question, that of the introduction into the national economy of the
results of scientific research.
Unfortunately, the report hardly
mentions this. fNeanwhile, the situation on introduction is far from
satisfactory. For example, our Kazan laboratories have synthesized
a large number of organophosphorous compounds which actively work
against the most varied blights of agricultural and fruit cultures.
Many prewarations have passed all established tests and received
the highest evaluation.
However, their introduction into practical
uso vas lelayed for severol years. True, I just recently received
information that this year, finally, there will be produced 200 ton3
of our preparation "oktametil" and 150 tons of "ditiofos". Thus,
a start has been wade.
But it is only the beginning.
250.
In a somewhat better condition is the introduction into
practical use of our organophosphorous medical preparations.
The
greatost success has been with "fosarbin" which is used for the
treatment of glaucoma. A great demand is rising for these preparatiuns, however their industrial production had not been carried out
for several years.
Organized only recently was the procurement of
fosarbin in the required quantities organized (at the Kazan Pharmaceutical Factory).
251. The questions of introduction into practice have a great
state significance and therefore deserve the most fixed attention.
Academician V. A. Engel'gardt
252. 1 would like to mention with satisfaction that in the
reported material on the activity of the Academy, considerably more
space is given, than in previous years, to those tasks which reflect
the line of expansion of biological research tied in with the participation and permeation of the proximate sciences - chemistry,
physics, etc.
This line fully answers those problems which were
placed before biological science by the XXI Party Congress.
253.
Until recently, there existed with us, unfortunately,
some kind of a very rigid and unsurmountable barrier between the
institutions and activities of the Departments of Biological
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Sciences on one side, and of Chemical and Physicomathexzatical
Sciences on the other. We can now, however, mention such real steps
as the establishment, last year, of an Institute of Radiation ard
Physicochemical Biology, the appearance of new cel2lss Aith biological problems in the institutions of the Departments of Chemical anC
Physicomathemntical Sciences.
But this process of growth is connected with consider254.
Until now, our Institute has not been able to
able difficulties.
obtain space in which the isotope and radiation centers must be
located. Fe do not have the necessary space for the location of
such unique equipment as the electron microscope of a completely new
j
design, developed in the USSR, whose power almost exceeds by one
factor the power of the accelerating field of microscopes commonly
It seems to me that the new and, unused in other countries.
doubtedly, extremely perspective problems must receive particular
attention from the leadership of the Academy,
And, finally, a question from a completely different
field - on unhealthy scientific sensationalism. That lessen which
our widely-circulated press received after publishing material ill
connection with "discovery" refuting the second principle of tLerL'cdynamics, unfortunately, did not have the desired effect, and only
recently there appeared on the pages of the widely-distributed
"Literary Gazette" there appeared a similar publication from the
field of biology in which it was alleged, that apparently man can
assimilate mineral nitrogen from the air, that is, he could be comThe article also contains other
pared to nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
is
evaluated
by specialists as the fruits
stupendous "news", which
But most lamentable is that the author, a
of absolute ignorance.
correspondant for the "Literary Gazette", bases his report on Dg*J0LjT
Akademii Nauk SSSR LReports of The Academy of Sciences USS 1/ which
It is necessary,
contains information about similar "research".
apparently, that "Doklady" publish only those wcrks which are presented by academicians according to their direct specialties.
255.

Corresponding %.mber AS USSR N. A. Chinakal
256.
In the Academy of Sciences there exists an underestimaIf such new fields as rocket engineerin,
tion of technical sciences.
and electronics are recognized, then as far as mining and metallurgy
are concerned there immediately arises a doubt as to whether there is
They say that mining scienc.e
a place for them in the Academy or not.
and the scientists concerned with it do not provide sl~fficient sciIs it so? I recall that our scientists-miners,
entific production.
A. A. Skochinskiy, L. D. Shevyakov, and the late A. f. Terpigorev,
authors of many scientific works, simultaneously actively aided
-
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industry, and now our mining industry has taken over first
place in
the world in coal; there has been an increase in the mining of
aluminum ores, nickel, tin, manganese.
Iron ore is being mined at
a rate of nearly 25% more than in the USA and we are exporting it
-broad.
257. Can the Academy of Sciences, in the future* disregard
such thin-s? Of course not! Why, this is the creation of the material base for building a communist society.
258. Let us take another example - from the field of ohemistry,
Ue know that S. V. Lebedev not only developed the theory of the synthesis of synthetic rubber, but he also helped build the factory.
But there are scientists who disengage themselves and call on others
to follow "pure" theory, "pure" science.
Undoubtedly, if a total
transfer is made to theoretical research, any division of science
can be moved forward, but then there arises a danger as it did in
chjmistry.
In spite of the fact that our country was the birthplace
of a number of important theoretical discoveries in the field of
synthesis (I have in mind the works of N. N. Zinin and others), it
turns out that vie have strongly lagged in their practical application.
Undoubtedly, a certain portion of this responsibility must be borne
by the scientists.
259. This question is Great, a principal and an important one.
It is dangerous to be forced into a narrow practicalness, as has
taken place in the United States, but it is also dangerous to turn
away from life and recede into "pure" science.
From whom should %j
take our example?

260.
It is my opinion that it would be best to follow the example of V. I. Lenin. No one had such a genius for combining theoretical work with practical application. This liaison of theory with
rractice has become the buiding star of the party, of the preletaijat.
So r.,ay it be thu guiding star for the scientists of the Acauemy of
Sc!ences, guiding them to the heights of human knowlhdge, and the
method by which the technical sciences may obtain great development
in the system of the Academy of Sciences USSR.
Corresponding Member AS USSR D. D. Elagoy
261.
In comparison to all of the grand successes of science
an(. technology achieved before our eyes, that which we literary
specialists do does not seem to be very significant.
But this is •n
aberration.
Our age is the age of cosmic rockets, the splitting of
the atom and wise machines, but it also the ago of the establishment
of truly human culture.
In comLunist society, the spiritual life of
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the individual will be richer than ever before; therefore art, including the art of literature, assumes an even greater significance,
and in connection with this, even the science cf art and literature
becomes more important.
262.
Literary scholarship is on the dividing line between the
Academy of Sciences and the Union of writers.
In nractic. this
frequently lends to the fact that in the Academy of Sciencej,, lite:r
ary scholarship is quietly believed to be within the realm of the
Union of wVriters and vice versa. Such a "neithor fish nor fowl'
attitude does not lend itself to the fruitful expansion of our
science.
263.
It is not normal that the institutes concerned with thu
study of literature be torn away from the Institute of Art Histury
which is within another Department, that in the number of basic
problems which are bcing procussed by the Acadepy, there are four
problems on literary scholastics but nut one on art scholastics,
The oblivion of the fact that literature is art is the reason for
mnny of the distortions in the jrowth of our literary sciencep and
one of the reasons that in our very own literature there appear gFey,
poorly done compositions.
In the struggle against the formalistic
conceptions of the 1920?s, many went to the opposite uxtremes.
Tae
vulgar sociologism in its crude form was Qvercome long ago by Scvioýt
literary studies, but its traces remain in the inattentiveness to
thc3 specifics of literature, to the question of artistic form vil.ich
even still
persists.
264. A shining symptom of the increased interest to the questions of artistic literature, style and laný-uag•, is the publication of the book "On the Language of Artistic Literature" by
Academician V. V. Vinogradov.
This book contains a number of real
questions tied in with the composition of the science of literature
nnd the direction -'f its further evolution.
Hovever, the solution
of these problems, as proposed by the author, in their methodological anO theoretical bases is doubly liscussable (for example,
the proclamation of a new "particular" science of tho stylistics o,
artistic speech - a science brought out beyon- the limits of
literary studies).
It is necessary to have wide scientific discussions on them, not only by literary scholars and linguists, but
by artists, historians, philosophers, because withcut the proper
solution uf the given problems, our science of literature can go
astray and its forward progress will be impaired.
Academician K. V. Ostrovityanov
265.
AcaiClcr o'

The proposals for changes in the orCanization of the
S-ie
,
indit-cted ir the in+rolct)rvir w'ds of
-
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1Academician i. N. Nesmeyanov, seem to me to be, basically, absolutely correct.
I cannot agree with corresponding member AS USSR,
N. A. Chinakal, who feels that the transfer to industry of some
academic institute which is concerned with more private and branch
problems is a discrimination against this institute of cur science.
The link between science and industry has many forms.
If the
Acadezy of Sciences USSR is concentrating its attention on fundamental, leading problems of science, it does not mean that it is
tearing itself away from practice.
This is evidenced by our achievements in the field of atomic energy, in the study of the Cosmos,
and a number of our other achievements.
266.
In the past year, scientific research work in the field
of the social sciences has approached the practical in the building
of communism.
In this relationship, a very great role was played
by the attraction of our humanitarian institutes to the development
of the general perspectives of expanding the national economy.
lention should be made of the preparations made by the Institute of
World Economics and International Relations of notes and a report
on the rates of development of the main capitalist countries, the
report of the Institute of Economics on the rates and the prooortions of development of our national economy, the work of the
Institutes of Law and Economics on the problems of the development
cf two forms of sucialist property and the transition to a single
-otmunist Droperty, studies by the Institute of Philosophy on the
queitions of the growth of the cultural-technical level of the
viorking class and the kolkhoz peasantry, and overcoming the ex.isting differences between mental and physical labor.
We must also
mention the fruitful participation of the Institute of Economics in
the development of a methodology for determining the oconomic effectiveness of capital investment and the introduction of new tcchnology - a methodology which has been approved and is already in
oractice.
267.
The planning of national economy in the USSR is built
nn the basis of the application and utilization of the rules and advantages of socialist economy. But it is impossible to learn the
action of economic laws and apply them to practice without consic'ering both thoir qualitative and quantitative facets.
Therefore,
in the development of the concrete proportions of national economic
expansion, of inter-branch relations, branch balances, and the
balance of the national economy as a whole, the widest application
of mathematics and computer engineering is demanded.
Our planned
economy opensp in this respect, considerably greater possibilities
ihan the elementally developing economy of the capitalistic countries,
With the correct methodological approach, from the position of
Marxist-Leninist economic science, the use of mathematics and com;-uter engineering in economics may provide a great national economic
Cffoct.,
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Great prcblems were placed upon the Acadepy of Sciences
268.
USSR as a whole and upon its humanitarian institutions in particular
by the decisions of the Central Committee CPSU on the problems of
The Academy must actively
party propaganda under present conditions.
assist in raising the scientific-bechnical level of our propaganda.
must arm it with the results of solid study and with serious arguments against bourgeois theory.
Doctor of Historical Sciences Ya. S. Grosul
269. Undoubtedly, the head institutes of the Academy fulfilled important work during the report year. Specific and positive results were also attained in the scientific institutions of
the Moldavian Branch.
The group of scientists of our 3ranch, under the leader270.
ship of professor Ya. I. Prints, for more than 12 years has been
successfully conducting research in the control of phylloxera this great scourge of viticulture, one of the leading fields of
economy in our republic. As a result of this research, a system
has been developed which, according to preliminary calculations,
will provide over a period of 7 years, in Moldavia alone, a savings
Our method is beginning to be introof nearly 900 million rubles.
duced in Bulgaria and Rumania.
271. A-is a result of the many years of research conducted undev
the leadership of the late academician of the VASKhNIL, N. A. Dime,
the scientists of the Branch's Soil Institute developed a system for
controlling soil erosion and utilizing slopes for orchards and vineyards by means of terracing. Those measures, which have an important
significance to Moldavia where slopes account for 20% of agriculturally arable land, may also be employed in other republics
having similar relief and at present are being successfully introduced into the Chinuse Peoples Republic and Czechoslovakia.
Moldavian scientists, under the leadership of professor
272.
A. Ye. Kcvarskiy, have introduced two new varieties of winter wheat
.hich in productivity surp&Lss the regional varieties by 10-15%; a
new method was developed for growing and increasing complicated hybrid
varieties of corn suitable, also, for other zones of the country.
273.
The republicts sovnarkhoz has accepted tu.isuggestion of
uur chemists for the construction of a hydrolysis plant.
274.
Our economists have developed and published scientifically
based recommendations to the kolkhozes and sovkhozes of the republic
on the questions of increasing the productivity of social labor and

-
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lowering the unit cost of production, completed studies on the basic
trends of technical progress in the building materials industry and
The economic efficiency of the introduction of thc
in construction.
suggestions on this question during the seven year plan will be
nearly 500 million rubles.
275.
We
Microbiology,
Archeology of
scientists of
hvrve provided

are conducting joint research with the Institute of
the Physico-Technical Institute, and the Institute of
the Academy of Sciences USSR. Many of the outstanding
the Academy have visited us on many occasions and
us vith helpful consultations.

276. The plans for the development of the national economy
of Moldavia specify the subsequent evolution and deeper growth in
the Branch of scientific research in the fields of the chemistry
of natural and complex compounds, the physics of semiconductorsp
mathenatics, power engineering and automation.
Academician K. 1. Satpayev
277.
I would like to pause briefly on three questions.
First,
on the mutual relation of theory and practice, of so-called pure
sciences with the applied.
It seems to me that non-dialectical
approaches arc sometimes permitted here.
Each science presentsp if
we can express ourselves so, a full spectrum, beginning with seurches.
with theory, and ending with the introduction of scientific achievements into practice.
To tear these parts from each other would b•
the same as tearing apart the whole.
The Academy of Sciences USSR
was and always will be confronted iiith the problem of the most ef.fective aid to national economy, the possible decrease in the time
element for the building of communism.
And in this connection, the
so-called applied technical sciences assume a special value.
7e
should not fear that there are applied institutes in our academies;
to the contrary, we should be proud of this.
278. The second question is on the situation in the Department
of Geological-Geographical Sciences.
The geological service and
geological science cannot get by now without the methods of geophysics.
geochemistry, paleontology, and stratigraphy,
Meanwhile, these iLaportant parts of the body have been torn asunder in the academy of
Sciences USSh: geophysics is in the Physico-Mathomatical Sciences,
geochemistry is in the Department of Chemical Sciences, paleontology
is in the Department of Biological Sciences, tectonics, stratigraphy
and other branches are in the Department of Geological-G-ographical
Sciences.
Kceping in mind that geology has important problems to
solve, it seems to me that it would be proper to take such measures
which would gather these dismembered elements into a single Department.,
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279.

Finally, thc third question -

the local evolution of

science.
I have in mind here, Kazakhstan.
As you know, this republic of ours is very vast and rich. N. S. Kxrushchev correctly
called it tho inexhaustable storeroom of the Soviet Union.
In the
institutions of the Academy of Sciences of Kazakhstan and in other
sciontific-research centers, we are trying to solve those problems
which are concerned with the development of groat science in our
republic.
But our forces alone are insufficient.
In 1959, the
Presidium of the Academy of Sciences USSR provided us with considerable organizational assistance by sending to Kazakhstan very
qualified, very pro;minent commissions of their scientists.
The
collective of the Kazakhstan Academy of Sciences and its Presidium
have asked me to convey their warm thanks to those scientists who
came to assist us and to the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences

USSR which sent out this commission.
280. 1e trust that in the future, the ties between the Academý of Sciences USSR and the academies of sciences of the union
republics, including the Kazakhstan Academy of Sciences, will be
strengthened.

Academician A. A. Blagonravov
281. V. I. Lenin stated at the IV All Russian Congress of
Soviets: "The summit is taken by him who has the greatest technology, discipline, organization, and best machines."
282. In the past year, the greatest successes were achieved
by the institutions of the Department of Technical Sciences in
those fields which are considered to be the most important from the
point of view of national economy requirements: power engineering
and power machine building, the derivation and application of neor
materials, metals, and alloys, radio engineering and electronics,
automation and telemechanics, mechanics, now technological processes and an intensification of the existing ones with the aim of
increasing the productivity of labor. Active participation was
taken by the Dupartmont in the solution of problems concerning the
study of cosmic space, the problem of semiconductors, etc,
283. Up to the present, however, discussions are still going
on as to which scientific directions must be considered the most important and which of them are worthy of study by the Academy of
Sciences.
It seems to me that the only criterion in determining
the most important directions is their relationship to the basic
problems of the scientific, technical, and cultural evolution of the
country with the goal of building a communist society.

n
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284.
Perhaps more important for the Department of Tuchnical
Sciences than for any other Department is the coordination of the
work along the entire scientific front, inasmauch as the activities
of the wide net of industrial scientific institutions is closely
tied in with the work of the academic institutions.
One cannot
divi2.e scienco into academic and non-acadeuic.
A single concept
must exist - Soviet science.
We must not be concerned vrith
,elimitation, but rather with the correct concentration of efforts.
285.
I agree with Academician A. L. Mints that the academic
institutions should have a preponderance of works having a rusearch-planning character, but one should not exclude the fact that in
ruquired instances they should be carried out to the levolopment of
concrete objectivcs.
It is incorrect to call such works "branch
type". Technical sciences in its r..search equally uses both
.ductive and inductive methods.
For example, in metallurgy one
g6,es from the study of physico-chemical laws to the develcpment of
propsals for specific alloys, while in automation, the evolution
of theoretical disciplines proceeds experimental work with bpecific
objects.
286. The activity of the Department of Technical Sciences cannet be evaluated only ,s the total activity of the institutes which
ccmprisc it.
1ie must also consider those great achievements which
Ywre obtained by members of the Department in the non-acaciemic notvork, for example, on the problems of aircraft construction, rocket
construction, etc.
I think that in the future the work of these
scientists must be more closely linked with the academic instituticns.

Academician A. F.

Ioffe

287,
1 would like to make one small remark.
I -hink that tac
very important question of the participation of Soviet science in
the c.volution of world science has not been given enough space in
the report.
I consider it my duty to talk about this because I was
one of the first persons whom V. I. Lenin sent overseas for the re'.
establishment of scientific ties and it was necessary for me to give
consideration to and actively promote this work.
288.
Permit me to tell you of those two fields of scientific
-ork in which I directly participated.
One of them was on semicon,'uctors.
At the present time a sharp change is taking ulace ii
this field of science which is lifting it to new levals. Our con-ception of semiconductors has becone many times more complicated.
Naturally, the ncw conceptions open new practical possibilities,
Li
particular vie len;; ago posed the problem of a power use for
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semiconductors for the direct conversion of thermal energy into
electrical. The concepts which we are beginning to employ permit
us to take great forward strides.
It turns out now, that in
utilizing solid semiconductors, it is possible to obtain approximately 15% efficiency (instead of 8% which we have had), and by
using gases or vacuum at 20000 C., it is about 60%.
289., In this manner, in power engineering, in refrigeration
work, a completely new stage is evolving, very intriguing possibilities vre being opener in the uses of energy sources.
This is
technolcy
and
science
of
semiconductor
sectors
only one of the many
which is now being expanded rapidly.
290. The other field is the use of the achievements in physics
I will give you one ronot only for industry but in agriculture.
sult which wias obtained comparatively recently, Through the use
of accurate equipment, therc was completed a special study on the
requirements of plant life to external conditions (primarily for
light) which showed that wherever there is energy it is possible
to obtain agricultural products.
In particular, for example, it
became evident that in cultivating tomatoes, 2-2.5 less time is required than that which had been long established by agronornical
science.
In 60 days, from a one square meter surface lighted by an
electric light it is possible to obtain approximately 17 kilograms
of voeetablcs "nd their cost is determined, primarily, by tho cost
of electrical energy.
In the future, it will be possible to supply
all of Siberia, right up to the Far North, with vwgetables and
berri.s all your round at very low costs, since electrical energy xtVL
be comparatively cheap there.
291.
These fascinating ideas are far from fantastic; they awat
their fulfillment.

Corresponding Member AS USSR V. M. Khvostov
292.
-.dhering to the directives of the XXI Congress of the
party and bringing to life the decisions of the last Annual Meeting
of the Academy, the Institute of History considorably re-oriented
its -.ctivities in order to facilitate the rise of the more essential
branches of historical science (history of socialist society and the
most recent history of the capitalistic countries) and to obtain a
concentration of research efforts on the most important scientific
directions.
,,t the present time, there has been included in the
basic activity of the Institute, several important tasks which have
considerable scientific and practical significance.
This was.
first
of all, the creation (for the 50th Anniversary of the Groat
October Socialistic Revolution) of a multi-volume academic "History
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of the USdR (From the Ancient to the Present Time)" in which there
must be summed up an enormous amount of personal monographic
studies, the L:arxist-Luninist concepts of the history of our country
must be included, and a generelization made of the results of
Simultaneously, the
building socialism and communism in the USSR.
Institute is proparing a short scientific-popular book on the 1istory of the USSR designed not only for the Soviet but also fcr the
foreign reader and having as its aim the countering of the bcur-.
r,;coAL falsification of our Homelandls history with the historical
truth. vith the attraction of the scientific institutions of the
union republics and under the guidance of the Scientific Council
on the problem, the prepara.tion for the writinZ of the scientific
history of the Great October Socialist Revolution is underway.
The Institute
Tie strug:•le against inimical ideologies is growing.
has already published a numbert of collected works d.evrted to the
struggle against bourgeois and revisionist historiegraphies, and
is preparing new ones.
There will be an expansion of research in the field cf
293.
it aork is being p~restudy of the history of religion and atheism.
pr-red on Christian socialism - one of the basic trenrds of the
rodern ideology of the capitalistic world. L rather significant
v~ork has been written on the battle against religious sectarianism
A scientific history on the Second International.,
in •ur country.
& ",fneralized work on the newest history of the international
workcrs movemcnt, and several text books for VJZes and secondary
Cutlines on the history of the Latin
schools are also underway.
an existing gap, in this relation, in
Ar.Lerican countries will fill
"•'arxist historical literAture.,
294.
The year's expcricnce hns sho'nm that in the field of the
social sciences, the scientific work cf the Academy is being prcri;
Howcver, in order to rolve the existi.ng probluns which
planned.
face us, it is nccessary to improve the coordinaticn cf work
still
of all three huraanitarian Departments.
295. The development of social scicnces is being hinlereu by
That which we are doing
a `e'ficioncy of scientific irnormation.
is still,
in this sense, [.rinitivw and incor.mplte, an2 rcvicvs of
being c nductcd mnsystematically,
foreijn liturat'ure are still
This hapmcrs the ibttle -,'ninst bjur,:cois ideoloy and lowers the
level of scientific production.
296. Serious defects exist in tho c.ctivity (-f the academic
Frequently, valuable
publishing house and in "Akadem Kni,-i".
scientific ,orks are published with limited circulation which rasults in an incroased cost of the books, their unprofitability and,
..-st import.ant, they do not reach the renders in the peripher2.
areas,
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Academician V. A. Ambartsumyan
297.
The stress on difficult problems with which our Academy
of Sciences USSR and the science of our country as rell is concerned
But the report does not
was correctly presented in the report.
contain an evaluation of the level at which we solve these problems.
not
I have gained the impression that in many fields. we ,re still
conducting rork at the level neccssory for the solution of scientific problems at the tempo demanded by our country today.
298. For e.nample, we can be proud of the great achievements
.ade in astrouomy in the study of the physics of the Sun obtained
through the work of the Crimean Observatory.
There are also a
"number of achievements in radio astronomy. But we la- by quite a
)it in the development of one of the most important problems of
istronomy: the study of the galaxy and the extra-galactic world.
do not have very large
The reason for this lag is that we still
,clescopes.
17ithin recent times. ureat strides viere made in the
estaiblishment of such an observation base: the construction of one
-f the largest telescopes in our land, having a mirror diameter of
?.6 m., is in the process of completion; it will be located in the
?ulkov Observatory.
Another telescope being completed has a wide
field and an aperture diameter of 1 m., which will permit inspection
of a wide celestial area. The Pulkov Observatory conducted extremcly valuable works in the establishment of a very technically
progrcssive project for a 240 inch telescope (the world's largest),
7.nd made a number of successful technological solutions. The comipletion of this telescope in the shortest period of time will permit
us to overcome the lag in the study of the problems of extra':alactic astronomy and stellar spectra.
299. Further, I would like to talk about the problems of the
'u'nion republic academies of sciences.
300. The work which is being advanced by the requirements of
-. ational economy of one republic or another, frequently results in
nidnificant achievements in the field of theoretical scicnce as
!ell. As an example, vie can use the work of the Academy of Sciences
cf Kazakh SSR in the field of jeology; it is tied in very closely
'.:ith the solution of concrete problems, but nevertheless, it raises
the goological science of our country to a higher level.
301. At the present time, the republic academies have a basis
for the completion of a considerable portion of the activity along
the principal fundamental problems.
Therefore, ve must strive for
the acadeLlies to promote even deeper fundamental activities in those
directions which correspond to the solution of the national economic
-roblems of the given republic.
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302. lie have all that is necessary to convert the republic
academies into major scientific centers.
To provide them with
suitable cadres, it seems to me to be of the utmost importance to
extend the proposed regulation concerning an institute of probationary personnel in the scientific institutions of the Academy
of Sciences USSR to the republic academies 0
Corresponding Member AS USSR P. A. Baranov
303.
The report on the activities of the Academy for 1959 to
which we have listened did not mention the basic biological sciences
botany and zoology.
Perhaps if vie had made achievements in the field
of astrophysics and had studied the vegetative cover of Mars and
Venus, then they would have been mentioned.
But thus far, we have
been expending all of our efforts and attention to our own planet?
to its great and rich vegetative cover whose study is constantly
resulting in the attainment of important results for the national
eccnoeay,
304.
In 19592 the regularly published volume "Flory SSSR"
ýFlora of the USSR'
as issued and, in addition, five other volumes
of "Flor" LFlorawere published by the republic academies of
sciences.
The publication of the regular "Flory" volume of any
country is a great occurance and mentioned in the entire world's
bctanical literature.
According to the acknowledgement of foreign
botanists, Soviet floral and geobotanical works occupy one of the
foremost ?laces in the vorld. A leading place belongs also to
Soviet botanical cartography0

305.
In connection with the XXI Party Congress, we have in th:
recent past, concentrated our attention on providing the results of
the study of the vegetative growth of the USSR in the interests of
raising the fodder base for stock raising. It is known that 3/4 of
the fodder balance in tho stock raising of the USSR is provided by
natural meadovs and pastures.
They have been very carefully studied
for many years by Soviet botanists.
On 10 February of this year, a
visiting session of the Bureau of the Department of Biological
Sciences vas held in Leningrad (I might mention that we Leningradians
warmly welcome this new form of bringing the work of the Department
to the institutes) in the decision was made to entrust the Botanical
Institute, together with the VASKhNIL, SOPS Lsvet po izucheviyu
preizvoditelinykh sil - Council fcr the Study of Productives Force-/
and the i~linistry of Agriculture USSR with the development of proposal encompassing the entire aggregate of recommended measures on
the reconstruction of the natural fodder base of stock raising.
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306.
OuC institute devotes considerable attention to the stucy
of physiologically active substancs of vegetative origin and, in
particular, to the aearch for sources of triterpene compounds which,
in their properties, are close to steroid hormones, and a number
of other substances of hormonal action which may be employed in the
treatment of serious diseases such as radiation sicknuss, ma•lignanr
timors, leucoderna and others.
307.
Our institute, which vas formod under Peter I and has
inheritod its structure from the past, was reexnmined in tho report
year on the basis of recommendations m.de at tne general meetings
last yoar by the Academy and the Department of Biological Sciences.
':e feel that this will give positive results.
308.
It could be hoped that there would be a more rapid intxrcduction into our science of the methods of physics and chemistrýo
Therefore., we petition the Presidium, when facilities are being das.
tributod, to give special consideration to the requirements of such
old institutions as the Zoological and Botanical institutes in regard to acquisition ane modernization of equipment.
Tie particularly
hope that the Leningrad institutions will receive their due attention from the Presidium in the distribution of funds for construction as well.

Academician V. A. Kargin
309. The fate of the works in the field of high molecular com
pounds, a role which was so vividly undorscored in the decisions of
the Vialy Plenum of the Central Committee CPSU 1958, was instructive
for thc Academy because it was reiterated in a new;er form to a considerable degree and their scope in the past year has increased approximatoly 2.5-3 times.
310. The science of polymers is composed of a number of studios
v*hoce processing is necessary for its harmonic groyith. One of theso,
fie'lds is concerned with obtaining of initial, low molecular substances (monomers); the second is the research concerning their
po 'ymori v.tion into high molecular compounds; and, finally, the
third is tho study of their structure and properties; the final
goal of these studies is that of facilitating the search for new
methods of processing polymers into articles.
311. Even two years ago in the Academy of Sciences USSR the
science of polymers was not evolving smoothly. Since them, however, this irregularity has been significantly eliminated.
The institute of Chemical Pnysics, the Institute of Organo-Elemontal Compounds, and the Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis, have employed
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The
broad research on obtaining monomers and their polyuerization.
situation is worse in the field of york concerning the processes of
the treatment of polymers and their utilization, a field in which
close liaison uust be sought between the chemists and the Departmerrc
of Technical Sciences, and, first of all, with the Institute of
"achine Studies.
312.
The Institute of High Molecular Compounds, which has high
personnel ruserves and capabilities, conducts a number of very good
independent vorks but it has a definite lack of any basic direction
concerning tho major problems in the field of high molecular co=pounds.
It seems to me that the Presidium of the Academy should entrust this institute with the development of one of these problems.
Concerning the Institute of Physical Chemistry, it has taken upon
itself, along the principles mentioned above, the research which
concerns high molecular oompounds.
It has taken up the question of
coatings ani. we arc now sure that the Institute is ;orking precisely
in this field.
313,
It rould be desire-blo if the Presidium would clarify thflc
Iegrec to which research being conducted on high molecular compoundi
reflects the interests of the development of this entire branch of
science an-! not the personal interests of one scientist or another'
This will permit the deployment of effort in the most important directions.

Corresponding Member AS USSR P. N. Fedoseyev
314. '7 are proud of our scientific achievements which are
acknowledged oven by those who are unfriendly to us.
The science
of the Sovict Union has attained those successes by virtue of the
socialistic social structure with its planned economic organization
and its smooth evolution of research, by virtue of the enormous increase in the cultural level of the population and the broad expanse
for the grovth of scientific effort from the people.
The gruat advantage of Soviet science is also the result of its being equipped
with advanced Marxist-Leninist ide ology. Dialectical materialism
gives to science powerful means of synthetic generalizations which
are unattainable by the fashionable, in the ,est, one-sided and
narrow philosophical positivism. The fertility of the union of
natural science and philosophy has been evidenced by the Academyls
conference on the philosophical questions of natural science which
permitted the solution of a number of difficult questions of contemporary science, for example, the question of causation. We
anticipate the organization of theoretical conferences on the philoscphical questions of the physics of elementary particles, the
physiology of higher nervous activity and psychology, the creation
-
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of fundamental tasks in which, on the basis of a materialistic
Foneralization of the ne'iest data from all of science, the most
modern picture of the world may be composed.
315. For the solution of similarly important problems, it is
necessary to take steps for the training of cadres in the philosophy of natural science, and, morcover, such cadres must be trainc,
not only by the philosophical institutions, but also by those of
the natural sciences.
316. There has recently been a healthy contact between the
economists and the personnel in the technical scioncos,
This was
evidenced by the execution of technical-economic studies on the
questions of automation, on the problem of the effectiveness of
capital investment and now technology.
However, one cannot say thavc
the contacts between the economists and the specialists in the fie!!
of technical disciplines in our Acndemy are sufficient; we must
think about strengthening the ccordina.tion of research on technical.
economic problems, and possibly create, for these purposes, a
special coordinating council or several such councils, designate a
series of directions for joint vwork in this field, devote serious
attention to the training of scientific cadres which are well acquainted v;ith both technology and economy.
In connection 4rith the
vork now being performed in the field of the use of mathematical
methods in economic research, it is also necessary to train the required specialists.

Corresponding Member AS USSR Yu. G. Mamodaliyev
_3170
consider it my duty to call the attention of the Genera!
*mc to a particularly fruitful performance of joint research
by- `i institutions of the Academy of Sciences USSR and the union
-xpuhlic academies of sciences for the solution of uajor scientific
pr'blems having a major significance for the national economy.
Thc <lective development of such problems through the application of
..( 'vidual bright talents gives the most important results from the
of both theory and practical application.
I will give you.
--':<ii, ex :•:ple s.
S':_•nt

318. Among the mineral deposits of our republic, one of the
most important is the complex aluminum ore amunite of the Zaglik ore
fields. The problem of the industrial use of the Zaglik alunitos
for the development of the aluminum industry of the country was
successfully solved only recently, when a creative group of sciontists
of the All-Union Aluminum-M.agnesium Institute, the Institute
of Petrochemical Processes of the Academy of Sciences Azcrbayezhan
SSR, the Kirovabad Alumina Plant of the Azerbaydzhan Sovnarkhoz, and
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the Azncftoproyekt Z7I•zurbaydzhan Petroleum ProjecJ developed an
effective technological method of sintering and reducing alunites in
a fluidized bed. This technological process is distinguished by
its siaplicity and ease of control and provides, together .,ith alumina.
sulfuric aciC, potassium
of a considerable amount of by-products:
A factcry is under confcrtilizers, and a number of rare elements.
structiun in Azerbaydzhan for the production of alumina and it w:ill
in the
be not only one of the largest in the USSR but the first
world to use alunites.
The Academy of Sciences of Azerbaydzhan SS, in close
319.
contact with the Institute of Potrochoaristry Synthesis of the Acadenjy
of Sciences USSR, is conducting a great complex of studies in the
field of the synthesis of additives, used in improving the quality
Tentative calculations indicate that the use
of lubricating oils.
of
additive proposed by the Academy of Sciences
form
of only the one
i•zerbaydznan SSR will permit a savings of hundreds of millions of
rubles annually.
320.
In a group effort, the scientists of the Institute of
Organic Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences USSR, the Instituo of
Petrochemical Processes of the Academy of Sciences Azorbaydzhan SSR,
ind the Scientific Research Institute of Synthetic Rubber have devclopoed a technique for producing butadiene from butane and butylene
-Thich, at the present timu, is in the stooge of major industrial
introduction in three economic regions of the country.
321.
In givinr you these few examples, whose number cuuld be
considerably increased, I had in mind the posing of the question on
tha need for further significant expansion of the scale of joint
cooperation on major problems by the union republic academies of
sciences, and by them and the Academy of Sciences USSR.
Until now,
the remarkable possibilities of this progressive method of collective creation are being far from fully utilized.

Acadenician M. H. Shemyakin
322. The bordering problem of chemistry and biology - the
chemistry of natural and biologically active compounds - was included by the Presidium of the Academy in the number of the most
important Iroblems of the seven-year plan for the developmont of
science.
Its significance was particularly mentioned in the decisions of the Hay Plenum of the Central Committee CPSU 1958. Th'.s
branch of science, one of the leading divisions of organic chei.istury,
determines the development of many basic disciplines of the medicolbiological cycle and has a strong influence on the solution of a
number of imnortant practical problems of health, agriculture and inluý58-ry-

58
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323. Unfortunately, tho growth of the chemistry of natural
and biolo-ically inportanrr compounds sharply lagged in the Soviet
Union for quite some time, but in the past 2-3 years this situaýtion
Ihas been essontially changed and the work on certain divisions of
this field of knowledge is now being condlucted in a number of labor-atories anc' institutes. Of considerable importance was the esta.blishnent, in 1959, of the Institute o' Chemistry of Natural Compounds of the Academy of Sciences USSR.
324. A large number of the Institute's laboratories, uspociaQ
ly those w:hich were transferred from other institutes of the AcadeL.j
of Sciences USSR, have already begun to function. Initial successes
have 'een realized. But there is still much to be done before the
Institute can fully develop its activities. Ve shoulC. attain, in
the shortest period of time, a position in which the space and equiDment of the Institute meets the most modern requirements, so that
it -ill have all of the necessary equipment and instrumentsp including experimental-productive installations for the isolation and
purification of natural compounds, which will permit the production
of research items in sufficient quantities.
325. The rork on the chemistry of natural compounds must be
conducted as well in other institutes of the Academy of Sciences
USSR and in the union republic academies of sciences, in the Acaderay
of Melical Science USSR, in the institutes of the Ministry of Healthi,
and in the Ministry of Agriculture USSR. In so doing, attention
must be given to the development, first of all, of the most importa>':
areas - chemistry of protein and peptides, carbohydrates, nucleotidrn,
antibiotics, steroids, terpones.
Corresponding Member AS USSR L. R. Neyman
326. Appearing at the All-Union Conference on Power Engineering
Construction in November 1959, N. S. Khrushchev indicated that the
problems of electrification, the construction of high-energy power
systems, the problems of developing a material-technical base for
communistm•, must bc the main ones in our party's pror;ran.
327. The Academy of Sciences USSR must give a scientific basis
to the perspective plan of the country's electridication over 15-20
years. Participating in the development of this problem are the
Power Engineering Institute imeni G. M. Krzhizhanovskiy, the Institute of Electromechanics, as well as other institutions of the
Academy of Sciences USSR -nd, practically, all of the union republic
academies of sciences.
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328. The complexity, importazx,
and great scale of work is
apparent from thu following figures.
In 1959 our country took over
second place in the vorld in the production of electrical energy,
reaching a level of 260 billion kilowatt/hours and giving way only
to the USA.
Projected for 1965 is the production of 500-520
billion kilow.tt/hours, for 1970 - 900 billion, for 1975 - 1500
billion, and for 1980 - 2300 billion kilowatt/hours.
329.
It is evident that ve can fulfill and overfulfill this
grandiose program, thereby winning the competition tith the capitalist
world in this most important sector, only by solving the
problem at the highest scientific level, by using the most modern
a..chievements in physics, chemistry, metallurgy, mechanics, autoML.tion, and electronics, and by finding the optimum solutions on
the basis of our economic science.
330* In the solution of a number of problems, the USSR has
already assumed first place.
Soviet factories are capable of producing hydroelectric equipment of 200-500 thousand kilowatts.
The
Istitute
of Electromechanics has conducted research on the preliminary design of turbc'generators with a power of up to 750-1000
thousand kilowatts.
The Power Engineering Institute and tho Institute of Electromechanics are solving the problem of the creatior
of super-powerful long-distance eloctrical transmission lines which
are needed for the ostablishnent of a Single Power System for the
Soviet UnioL.
The required electrical transmissions from Siberia to
the Urals with a power cf nearly 10 million kilowatts over a distance
of 200 kilometers may be technically and economically realized on'-:
by means of employing the latest progressive type of transmission
of a super-high direct current voltage on the order of 1200-1400
thousand vwlts.
The Soviut Union also is in first place in the
world in the process of solving this problem.
331. Wide perspectives may open the creation of really economical atomic electric povwer stations developed along new principlcL,
Particularly significant are the daring searches for new sources of
energy and new highly effective methods for its conversion.
332, The problem of the development of power engineering and
the complete electrification of our country with all of the multiplicity of its complicated scientific tasks requires an unweakening
attention by the Academy and must be one of the leading, I would say,
fundamental of its problems.
Corresponding Member AS USSR N. V. Mel.'nikov
333.
The detailed report of the Presidium shows the great work
of the members of the Academy of S(iernce2 ai.d Of •ts instittions
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but the report says nothing about one of the most important works
having a first rate significancL. for the national economy.
I have
in mind the work of scholars on state consultations.
The Council
of Technical-Economic Expertise of Gosplan USSh cor-sists of 35 well
nmot.'n specialists, many of them wmbors of the AcadeLny of Sciences.
334.
In the course of the fulfillmcnt of the sovon-year and
thi yearly plans, problems arisL which require a tec!nical-conoiic
evaluation, for example, for the solutiou of the question of the
expediency of the equipping of hyiroelectric powor stations, the
selection of the type of electrical transmission, the construction
of enterprises, railroads, etc.
335.
In 1959, 150 scientific workers of the Academy of Sciences
participated in the solution of 55 constultition questions.
This re
sponsible work, linking the scientists directly w;ith life and per-.
mitting them to utilize their high knowledge for the solution of the
most important questions in the building of tne mrterial bnse of
comruist society, should have been reflected in the report.
336.
The second question is the study of the productive forces
of the cou'ntry. As you all know., V. I. Lenin devoted considerable
attention to this problem in his "Nabrosok plana navchno-tekiinjcheskikh pabot" LDraft of the Plan of Sciuntific-Technical ;orks/.
With a study of the productive forces, one directly ties in geology,
mining, and a number of other sciences.
Therefore, the Academy, as
a complex scientific institution vrhose tasks include the constant
study of productive forces, must have all of these scienc-s wit:.in
it anu must expand them.
337,
Mining science has the possibility of studying, through
lirect exploitation of deposits, the stress condition of rocks, thei;
Sprcssure, the ejection of coal and gas, etc., and in this area it
slipplcments geology and facilitates the study of the mineral rosourcý-.
338.
The second part of mining science refers to technical
sciences.
Here, through its studies, it has a Oreat influence on
the gromith of the national economy.
The iiain goal of mining science
is the establishment of scientific foundations fcr complex-mcchanization and automation of nines in wahich high productivity of labor
will be achieved and its safety ensured.
339.
From the fascimivting speech of corresponding member AS
USSR L. A. Zonkevich on the possibilities of studying the deposits
If useful minerals on the bottom of the ocean, it becomes evident th.
only through the aid of mining science will it be possible to bring
this study to its logical conclusion, i.e., to the methods of pro-essing such deposits.
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340.

Mirning science is a difficult, complic ted science.

It

is directly tied in with the study of the product-ve forces of the
country and with the expansion of national economy. And that is
why it must be developed by the Academy of Sciences USSR.
Corresponding Member AS USSR N. P. Sazhin
341. For science and technology, semiconductors are correctl:.
called problem #2.
Thanks to the efforts of Academician A. F. Ioffc,
the physical side of this problem is sufficiently iell
known.
I
this
part
of
important
less
but
no
will pause on another, less knonm,
problem - the metallurgy of semiconductors.
342. The semiconductor properties of various materials become
apiarent only at a specific, generally very high degrce of purity.
Therefore, from the metallurgical viewpoint, the semiconductor
problem is in part a more common problem obtaining mctals (elemonts, more correctly) of an ultra-high purity. At the preseit tim>
fir some pure metals, an impurity, consisting of a hundred thousandt'.
or even millionth part of a percent. is a reason for rejection. For
example, in germanium used for the production of triodess the copper
admixturc must not be more than 1.10-7%, which is a milligram of
copper to a ton of germanium.
343.
To obtain metals with such a high purity, use is made of
completely new, at times very complicated metallurgical methods and
ocuipment.
The industry of semiconductor devices requires a wide
an-. rapid execution of research work on metallurgy, An improper
evaluation of the role of metallurgy in the problem of semiconductTc.? ;
can be. at the least, sharply reflected in the evolution of this .ir
portant problem.
The institutes of the Academy of Sciences must
strengthen their work on the sensitive methods of analysis of admixtures in semiconductor materials,
344. Besides the high purity, semiconductor materials must
have single crystals with a limited number of so-called dislocations,
i.e., impcýrfcctions in the crystal lattice.
In the solution of this
problem, important assistance must be provided by the Institute of
Crystallography.
345.
Concerning theoretical work on metallurgy, this field
should have eliminated from it the coiaplctely unnormal situation
observed in a number of institutes, wherj such work, unfortunately,
is considered to be tasks of "a second sort". The Institute of
Mctallurgy, first of all, must be concerned with theoretical work
without which it is impossible to expand practical metallurgy, especially in the development of new technological processes,
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346. On the question of coordinating research activitics, it
is my opinion that it is necsssary to create an authoritative group
which would not only point out the unnecessary pirallelisI in the
work, but also would be able to stop it.
347. Iýy last remark: to my point of view, the report on the
activity of the Academy for 1959 does not sufficiently reflect the
role of its institutes in tho organization of tho production of a
metal of great importance - titanium. At the presont tiLe there
hcs been established in the Soviet Union an industry for highquality metallic titanium.
348. In addition to the coordination of research activities
on titaniun which was very successfully conducted by Academician 1.
P. Bardin, the Institute of Zietallurgy participated in the develop-.
ment of a number of problems on the metallurgy of titaniumi, and thO3
should have been mentioned in the report.
Academician Ye. N. Pavlovskiy
349. I would like to share several comforting impressions.
fresh wind blew in the Department of Biological Sciences: they have
begun to conduct visiting sessions of the Department's Bureau in
Leningrad, one session was held at the Zoological Institute, the
other was held at the Botanical Institute. There is no need to discuss the usefullness of this measure; ono should only express the
hope that this practice will continue.
350. It is very gratifying that the scientific societies ex.isting within the AcadenV of Sciences have brought upon theOLsOlves
due attention. This is evident if from nothing more that the char-.teristics of its most important activities are already included in
the annual report of the iAcademy. Scientific societies .re the connecting link between the general headquarters of Scvict science,
which is the Academy, and the mass of scientists working outside of
the system of its institutions and scattered all over the country;
their activities, to a considerable degree, facilitate a more im-proved planning and coordination of science. The Geographic Socie•;
of the USSR had its regular congress in the beginning o2 February ii
Kiev; it vas attended by many individuals and was characterized by
enthusiastic participation. The Congress of the All-Union Entomological Society was recently held in Leningrad and concided with
the 100th anniversary of the activity of this society. Such congresses attract society members from the most distant places.
351. Comforting impressions were obtained during imyV visits
to the Institutes of Zoology and Parasitology of the Academy of
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Sciences Kazakh SSR in Alma Ata and the Academy of Sciences Tadzhik
SSR in Stalinabad.
352. The section on parasitoloFy of the Alma-Ata institute
has an out-of-tovan area rhich is rel! equipped and which has an
u-iprecedonted nursery for experimcntal animals.
Here you will find
V~ulv5s, foxes, doer, bear cubs, smaller animals and many wild birds,,
not to mention farm animals.
353. The Institute of Zoology and Parasitolejy of the Academy
of Sciences Tadzhik SSR also received an out-of-town base with good
quarters.
354. I would like to exp.ress the desire that our "old" institutes, particularly the Zoological Institute vith its museum, be
inprovod, prrticularly in regards to space, equipment, etc., so that
it would conform with, contemporary requiremcnts and contemporary
science, corresponding tc their scientific and scientific-propag-.ndistic problems.
RESOLUTIONS OF TME GENERJiL IETING
355.
On the basis of the report of the acting chief scientific secretary of the Academy of Sciences USSR, corresponding neaber
AS UsSR, Ye. K. Fedorov, and the subsequent discussions, the Goneral
meeting made the following resolutions.
356.
"The report year was the rost important historical boundnry in the life of our country, stepping forward into a new peri-.
of its development --the period of the extensive building of coh=mu
nism.
357.
"Soviet science has expanded in the past year under the
banner of the historical decisions of the XXI Congress CPSU which
projected a grandiose program for building communism in the USSER
358.
"The year 1959 was marked by great successes of Soviet
science and technology.
By virtue of the flight of three cosmic
rockets, nor brilliant results have been attained in the understanding of the Universe.
359.
"Guided by the decisions of the XXI Congress CPSU, the
Academy of Sciences USSR, in the report year, concentrated its
forces, first of all, on the organization and realization of sciontific
activity as indicated in 'Csnovnyye napravleiniya nauchnykh
issledovaniy na 1959-1265 gg.Tfihe Basic Directions of Scientific
Research for 1959-1961/, on the development of problematics arising
-64-

from those directions, on the rebuilding of the activities of the
academic institutions and improving the structure of the Academy in
accordance with the missions assigned to Soviet science by the partLy.
360,
"An important mcaning for the development of biological
science was contained in the decisions of the Plenums of the Contral Conmittee CPSU on the further development of agriculture.
They
wore the bases for the reorganization of the work of the Department
of Biological Sciences, conducted in 1959, in the direction of

solving the more vital theoretical problems -,nd sinultaneously for
a closer liaison between the academic scientific institutions of
the biological area and the practical side of agriculture and Uedicineo
361. "The June Plenum of the Central Committee CPSU placed
before the Academy of Scierces USSR, as the most important problem.
the furthar creative expansion of science and technology in an un.broken tie with the practice of communist construction. Its do-,
cisions on the measures for expediting technological progress permitted the establishment of a course of further expansion of
scientific research by the Academy of Sciences in this direction*
362. "The resolutions of the 9 January 1960 Central Committoe
0za" chiakh partiynoy propagandy v sovremennykh usloviyakh,
LOn the Problems of Party Propaganda Under Modern Conditions/ contain ner important problems for the workars in the social sciencos,
the solution of vihich twust fall within the basic activities of tie
humanitarian institutes of the Academy of Sciences USSR.
CPSU

363.
"In noting the major achievements of Soviet science, the
General Moeting of the Academy of Sciences USSR considers that in
a number of scientific research fields, there is still a nonconformity between the growing problems, advanced by the requirementq
of the country in the epoch of extensive building of comnrunism, and
the attained level of scientific work. Therefore. a further ener.getic offort to raise the scientific research levels is necessary0
364.
crees:

"The General Meeting of the Academy of Sciences USSR do.-

365. 1. To approve the report of the Academy of Sciences USSE.
on the 1959 activities, having charged the Presidium of the Academy
to append, after final editing, the additional remarks made during
the discussions to the written text of the report.
366. 2. To approve the activity of the Presidium of the Academy and to suggest that it considers in its practical work, the
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criticisris of the General meeting directed to the Presidium and
to the Academy's institutions."

On the basis of secret ballotind, in accordance with the
367,
corresponding points in the Regulations of the Academy of Sciences
USSR, the General meeting has accepted the following decrees.
icadenician Wi. V. Keldysh is elected vice presicent of
368.
the Academy of Sciences USSR.
369.
1cademicinns-secretaries, elected by the departments of
the Academy of Scicnces USSR, are approved:
Department of Physicomathematical Sciences - Academician
L. A. :rtsimovich,
Department of Chemical Sciences - Academiciar. N. N. Semenov,
Department of Geological-Geographical Sciences - Academician
D. I. Shcherbakov.
Department of Technical Sciences -- Acaderzician A, A. Blagonra-ev,
Department of Literature and Language - Academician V. V.
Vino-radov,
370. Elected as members of the Presidium of the Academy of
Sciences USSR: Academician V. A. ;1mbartsumyan, Academician a. P.
Aleksandrovy Academician A. Ye. 1rbuzov, Academician M. M. Dubinin.
Academician P. L. Kapitsa. Academician M. P. Kostenko, Academician
A. L. Kursanov, Acadumician N. I. Muskhelishvili, Academician A. ',
Palladin, Academician I. G. Petrovskiy, Academician K. I. Satpaycvo,
371.
ThQ General meeting confirmed as directors of the scion
tific institutions of the Academy both those electeu by the depart.Acents for a new term and those elected for the first time,
372. Confirmed as directors in accordance with the resolutions
of the lMeeting:
For the Department of Chemical Sciences:
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry imeni V. 7
Vernadskiy - Academician A. P. Vinograclov.,
Institute of Chemical Physics Academician N. ii.Semenov,
Institute of Physical Chemistry - Academician V. I. Spitsyn,
Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry imeni N. S.
Kurnc.kov - Academician I. I. Chernyayev,
Hydrochcical Institute - corresponding member AS USSR C,
A. Alekin,
fRadium Institute imeni V. G. Khlopin - corresponding member
AS US5h V. M. Vdovenko,
Institute of the Chemistry of Natural Comiounds - Academician
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For the Department of Geological-Goographical Sciences:
Institute of Oceanology - Doctor of Geographical Sciences
V. G. Kort,
Laboratory of Coal Geology - Doctor of Geological-Iineralogical
Sciencos V. V. 1Aokrinskiy;
For the Department of Biological Sciences:
Institute of Genetics - Acadomician T. D. Lyseoiko*
Institute of Microbiology - corresponding member AS USSR A. A.
Imshenetskiy,
DoctoSevastopol Biolodical Station imeni A. 0. Kovalevskiy of Biological Sciences V. A. Vodyanitskiy,
Li.boratory of Forest Studios - Academician V. N. Sukachov,
Institute of Radiation and Pnysico-Chemical Biology - Academicirn V. A. Engel'gardt,
Institute of Physiology imeni I. P. Pavlov -- corresponding
member AS USSR V. N. CherniGovskiy,
Institute of Forustry and Forest Chemistry - Doctor of Agricultural Sciences I. S. i-elekhov,
Institute of the Higher Nervous Activity - Doctor of BiologiciK'.
Sciences V. S. Rusinov,
Institute of Cytology - Doctor of Biological Scionces A. S.
Troshin,
Institute cf Biolo ;ical Physics - Doctor of Biological Sciences G. Vi. Frank;
For the Department of Technical Sciences:
Institute cf Electromechanics - Academician M. P. Kostenko)
Power Engineering Institute imeni G. M. Krzhizhanovskiy-corresponding member AS USSR G. N. Kruzhilin;
For the Department of Historical Sciunces:
Institute of Oriental Studies - corresponding menber AS USSR
B. G. Gafurov,
Muscum of the History of Religion and Atheism - Doctor of
Historical Sciences S. I. Kcvalev,
Institute on African Studies - Doctor of Historical Scionces
I. I. Potekhin,
Institute of Sinology - Doctor of Historical Sciences S. L.
Tikhvinskiy,
Institute of Slavonic Studies - Candidate of listorical Scienuc
I. I. Udal'tsov;
For the Dopartmont of Economic, Philosophical, and Legal Scionces:
Institute of Uorld Economics and International Relations corrcs,.onding menber AS USSR A. A. Arzumanyan,
InStitute of Economics - Doctor of Economic Scionces K. N.
Plotnikuv;
For the Department of Literature and Language:
Institute of World Literature inoni A. 11. Gorikiy
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Doctor of

Institute of Russian Literature (Pushkin House) Philological Sciences A-.S. Bushmin;

Doctor of

For the Siberian Department:
Institute of Guography of the Siberian Department - corresponding member AS USSR V. B. Sochava.
Confirmed as Chairman of the Presidium of the Bashkir ,Lffiliate
of the Academy of Sciences USSR: Doctor of Chemical Sciences R, D_
Obolentsev.
The General meeting confirmed as directors:
373.
Doctor of Tcchnical Sciences A. I. Mikhaylov for the All-Union
Institute cf Scientific and Technological Information of the State
Scientific-.Technical Committee of the Council of Ministers USSR and
the Acaoemy of Sciences USSR.
Doctor of Chemical Sciences N. A. Figurovskiy for the Institute
of the History of Natural Sciences and Engineering of the Acadury cf
Sciunces USSR.
QUANTUM hADIOPHYSICS
(Speech of Doctor of Physicomathematical Sciences N. G.
Basov and Doctor of Physicomathematical Sciences A. L.
Prokhorov)
374. All of us are witnesses of the extremely vigorous dcvelol>
Radio, television. rad•ar,
nent of radio engTineering and electronics.
computers, and many
electronic
radio navigation, remote control,
firmly
into our life and
been
able
to
enter
which
have
othor thilgs
custo::is visibly demonstrate the power of contemporary radio cnginckY,
375. At first glance, it might seem that there are no limits
to the possibilities of electronics and that it is possible, for uXamle, to develop receivers which could pick up even the weakest
In each radio tub-, in each
signals. But actually, this is not so.
movement
of electrons, random
chaotic
thermal
wire, because of the
current oscillations d,.velop which cause, what radio engineers call,
And if the signal arriving at
set "noise" in the radio receiver,
the receiver input is weaker than this noise, then reiardlcss of he.i
the noise will be
iie amplify this signal or how many tubes we use,
amlplified together with the signal and the signal will be drowmed in
This phenoLIenon has greatly limited the possibilities of
thŽ noise.
radio engineering.
376. Each of us who has ever used a radio receiver came againz+
another difficulty: the received stations would "creep" one
still
Such interferences created close to the operating
on top of another.
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stations may be the recult of the transmitter's having an insufficiently high stability and it "enters" into another's frequency
band.
Lany radio engineoring problems require the use of oscillators
!iaving high frequency stability. For exariple, the exact calculation
of distances through the use of radio range finders is impossible
without high-stability oscillators.
377. Just recently we have seen with our own eyes the wide
introduction of semiconductor devices.
Semiconductors have permitte•.
the solution of a number of important problems.
However, the commca.
semiconductor devices did not overcome the above-mentioned difficulties.
To decrease thermal noises, the value of which is proportional to temperature, it vas necessary to "cool" the receivers,
But neither electron tubes nor semiconductor devices could operate
at low temperatures.
378.
Great difficulties also arose in the development of frequency--stable oscillators, since the stability of the best quartz
oscillators did not satisfy technology.
379. Several years ago, new methods were discovered in radio
engineering which open vwst possibilities for the ailplification of
extremely weak signals and the generation of exceptionally stable
radio wave frequencies.
For this purpose, it was necessary to intfOduce the concepts of quantum radio emission into radio cnginearirg,.
380, As we know, light and all electromagnetic oscillations
in general are absorbed and emitted by quanta. The value of a
quantum is equal to hv, where h is the Planck constant and v is the
emission frequency. All spectroscopy, atomic and nuclear physics,
as well as chemistry, are based on the concepts of quanta, but in
radio engineoring q,antum concepts have, for a long time found no
application.
This is explained, first of all, by the fact that in
the majority of processes which are examined in radio engineering
there is usually involved a very significant number of quanta of an
electromagnetic field, as a result of which these processes are well.
described by classical averaged valves and, for practical purposes,
do not involve elementary cases of interaction of the individual
quanta with the individual atoms.
381.
Only since the 1940's in conjunction with the developmont
of a new branch of physics - raflinspoctroscopy. which studies the
spectra of various substances in the radio frequency waveband - has
there begun a utilization of quantum mechanics: the theory of the
spectra of gaseous, liquid, and solid matter, the theory of relaxation processes in such matter, as well as the theory of the
interaction of field quanta with matter (the effect of saturation,
spontnneous emissions), and others are receiving their further evolutior,
-
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382. New and important phenomena were discovered in the 1940's!
nuclear magnetic resonance and electron resonance.
Radio-spectroscopy of gases received wide developDLent, a scries of now effective
methods were suggested for the study of radio-frequency spectra, for
oxamrple, resonance methods in atomic and molecular beams, etc.
383.
In 1951-1952, as a result of the analysis of the processe3
of interaction of the quanta of rn electromagnetic field with ratto,
it :ias shown that there existed the principal possibility of emp9loying quanta systems for the generation and amplification of electromognotic waves (Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev of the Academy
of Sciences USSR, Columbia University, USA).
The first quantum oscillators were developed in 1954-1955 - molecular oscillators with
a beam of ammonia molecules (Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lobedev,
Columbia University).
In 1954, a beam of cesium atoms was used for
the development of an atomic frequency standard (Harvard University
in the USA, National Physics Laboratory in England).
That same yerr,
semiconCductor paramutric amplifiers wvere proposed (Physics Institute
ineni P. N. Lebedev).
In 3957-1958, quantum, so called paraL..agnetic,
amplifiers vore developed wihich use the spectral lines of electron
paramadnetic resonance (Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lebedov, Harvard University, the "Bell System" company in the USA).
Finally, in
158-.l959, parametric amplifiers vwere developed (Institute of Rcdio
Eigineering and Electronics of the Academy of Sciences USSR, "Bell
S3 stem").
384.
The enumeratcd works served as the basis for a new field,
arising at the junction of radio engineering and physics, a field
which makes considerable use of the methods of quantum mechanics an-'
which has received, at the present time, the name of quantum radiolThysics.
385.
At the basis of opcration of molecular oscillators and
paramagnetic amplifiers lies the induced emission of excited quanWuLi
systems.
The effect of induced emission was discovered by A. Einstein in 1917 in connection with the study of the equilibrium betweerin
a quantum system having discrete energy levels, and the radiation
field.
386.
Let us examine the quantum system with two energy levels
(figure 1).
During interaction with the external electromagnetic
field, it can absorb and omit quanta of enerLy.
Let the particle
be initially located at the lower energy level. Under the influence
of r.n external electromagnetic field, it may absorb the field quantun and move to the higher energy level.
Such a process is related
to a decrease in field energy and is called resonance absorption.
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387. A particle found at the higher energy level may erit a
quanta and move to the lower energy level under the influence of an
external electromagnetic field. This process is related to an increase in field eniergy and is called induced emission.
388. The probability of both processes is identical and proportional to the density of the energy field. Thus, with an interaction of the particle with the external field, the particle will
be continuously changing from one level to the other, omitting and
absorbing quanta.
389.
In addition to resonance absorption and induced emission.
there is one other process - so-called spontaneous emission. Essentially, this is explained by the fact that the particle can not
exist for an infinitely long time at the upper (excited) level and
spontaneously moves to the lorer level with an omission of quanta,
This process continues in the absence of quanta in thu external
field.
Spontaneous emission explains the glow of heated bodies,
luminescence, etc.
390. As a result of the presence of the three processes induced emission, resonance absorption and spontaneous emission
an equilibrium occurs between the nole-,ales and the quanta of the
field.
391. Let the Gas of temperature T, having two insulated oilergy levels, be confined to a cavity with rarrored walls for roflecti
of emission, also having a temperature T.
Under the influence of
thermal motion, the molecules will strike each other ,.nd thc; walls
of the vessel, wi•hich will result in a specific distribution of
molecules according to energy levels which is described by the
Boltzmann equation:

enery

1i-ie - El/KT

in which Ni is the number of molecules at the i level, Ei is the
energy of the level, k is the Boltzmann ccnstant., T is the absolutc
temiperature.
392.
The heated walls which enclose the gas emit quanta, as
a result of which a certain amount of quanta are in the vessel and
their quantity is determined by the temperature of the walls.
The-@
quanta will interact with the molecular system resulting in induced
omission and resonance absorption.
However, if the temperature of
the gas and the temperature of the vessel are the same, the number
of absorbed quanta will be equal to the number of emitted quanta a:Jd
a dynamic equilibrium takas place between the nolecules and the
emission,
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393. Thus, in accordance with the Boltzmann fcrrala, for each
tcmpcraturo value there is a corresponding specific distribution
of muleculos according to energy levels; furthermore, there will b_
less particles at the higher energy level than at the lower one.
The difference in the number of molecules at adjacent levels depcn:ds
upon the difference in energy of these levels _and upon the teemperatu.'c
For waves in the centimeter band, the difference in the number of
molecules at the levels is very small and is cnly 1/1000 part of the
nuraber of pnrticles existing at the level,
394. If external radiation is passed through the molecular
system, then it vill interact with the molecules, causing resonance
absorption and induced emission; and, as a result of -he fact that
the higher energy lovel will have less particles than the lover onc,
resonance absorption will prevail over the induced emissions, i~ea.
the system, which is in thermodynamic equilibrium, will absorb the
external oeissions fnlling into it.
Collisions between molecules
will restore the distribution of molecules, disrupted by the emissic-.,
according to energy levels; in addition, the field energy will
practically completely change to a thermal motion of the molecules
andI increase the temperature of the gas.
395, If the average time betvieen changes of molecules from
)ne level to the cther under the influence of the uxtornal field is
grc:Lter than the avera-e time between the strikings of molecules
(1eak external- field), then the thermal equilibrium in the molecular

s,-stcm is not strongly disturbed. Also, the number of quanta
bsorbed, by the system will be proportional to the power of the
field. And if the average tine for the transfer of the molecules
from one level to another is less than the average time between
collisions of the molecules (stronrj external field), then a consiflerable -lisruption of the thermal equilibrium and a further increase in the field energy occurs, beginning from a certain lJmitr
without an incre
n energy absorption, This effcct has rcceived
the name of satt
effcct. At a strong saturation (that isp
with a sufficicnI
igh field amplitude) the number of 7aolecules
at the upper and lower levels becomes identical, while the number
of absorbed, quanta is determinei by the number of mclecule cellisicn,.
and does not depend upon the external field.
396. Indused emissions practically play no role in the optical an'.' infrared frequency bands, since the emission sources which
•xist in these bands give a comparatively low number of quanta end
bhe interaction cf molecular systems is always rather weak here,
Fcr the radio frcquency band, in which very powerful monochromratic
emission sources exist, the saturation effect is very easily achieve->
'e

Will show that an emission pover of 1 microvolt at a wave length

of 1 cm. corresponds to the radiation from a 1 cm2 surface of a
bleck body heated to a + rmrerature of 1012 deges•
-
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397. So that the quantum system may strengthen the quanta
falling upon it, it is necessary to disturb the thermal equilibrium,
where upon at a higher energy level a greater number of molecules
are found than at a lower energy level. In such systers, induced
emis3ions will prevail over resonance absorption, and the emission
intensity ;ill begin to increase in passing through the syst.m.
398. Formally, quanta systcms having more moleciles on the
upper level than on the lower, may be described by a negative
temperature. Actually, if in the Bol'tsman formula
NioHe-Ei / kT
ý-oe consider the value of T as negative, then the number of particles
wvill be increased with an increase in energy, i.e., there will be
more particles at the higher energy levels than at the lowiere
399. The condition of a system with a negative temperature is
.instable; it will be disturbed by both molecule collisions and by
interaction with emissions.
400. In the event of an absence of interaction bet'7een the
,,articles an-! the absence cf quanta, the life time of a system with
negative temperature is determined by the time of spontaneous
Jmission of molecules which strongly depen s upon the emission fre-.
'juency.
For the centimeter band, 8 it is
9 seconds, whereas for
•he c ptical band, the time is 10l0-A seconds.
401. The long life of the excited particles in the centimeter
mave band facilitates obtaining systems with negative temperatures
:.n this band.
402, There has now been developed a number of methods for ob-aining systems with negative temperatures in the centimeter vave
;ýan.
Such systems may intensify the electromagnetic radiation
':hich falls upon them at the expense of the quanta of induced erlis-oion. It is necessary to mention that the quanta, emitted by a
negative temperature system, arc, under induced erAssion, identical
to the falling quanta in the sense of direction of propagation,
'polnrization, and frequency.
403.
If the quantum system is placed in a cavity with radiation-reflecting walls, then such a system, under certain conditions.
may sorv3 as a generator of electromagnetic radiation. Actually, if
each arbitrarily formed quantum, before it is absorbed, is able to
nause can induced radiation greater than one quantum in the system.
then the amplitude of oscillations will grow. Such a system is a
zelf-oscillating system - a generator. In spite of the fact that
the levels between which the negative temperature is obtained has a
-. 73-

finite width, the electromagnetic oscillations in the molecular
This is a result of the fact
generator are highly monochromatic.
that induced radiation may occur only at the frequency of external
Therefore, in a molecular generator, the oscillations are
force.
ehere the probability of quanta radiation
eycited at a frequency
hnd a maximum value -- at a frequency close to the peak of the
spectral line.
404. The schematic of a molecular generator using a beam of
ammonium molecules is depicted in figure 2. The generator consists
of three basic parts:
405. 1. A source of the molecular bean which has a rather
Inside
srall volure and is closed on one side with a small screen.
this space, a gas pressure of imm Hg is maintained. The molecules
ahich pass through the small openings of the grid without colliding
with it then fly out into the vacuum space of the generator in the
form of a molecular beam.
406. 2. The sorting system is in the form of a cylindrical
condensor, the field of which decreases upon approaching the axis
If a molecular beam is passed through such a condensor
of symuetry.
then the mollculcs which are on the upper energy level begin to rush
into the srace there the field is a minimum, i.e., will be focused
around the condenser axis. The molecules which are on the lower
erergy level will rush into the space where the field is maximum,
they will be dofocused. Therefore, the beam of molecules
i.e,,
flying out from the condenser close to the axis, consists primarily
of molecules found at the upper level, i.e., they possesses a negative temperature.
3. The oscillatory circuit is tuned to the frequency of
407.
change of molecules between levels. Differing from the oscillatory
circuits for low frequencies which consist of condensors and solfinductance coils, the oscillatory circuit for 1 cm wave lengths is
This soa metallic cavity vith excellent wave-reflecting walls.
called cavity resonator is widely used in the centimeter wave band,
408. The molecular beam, having a negative temperature, passcs
into the cavity resonator inducing oscillations in it at the frequency of the molecular transfer. Since the molecules in the
molecular beam have practically no interaction between themselves,
tho spectral line used in the molecular generator has a very narrow
;!idth (1 kilocycle at an oscillation frequency of 24,000 megacyclas •
Therefore, such a generator possesses very high frequency stability.
409. Through the comparison of the frequency of molecular
generators, it was determined that it changes in one second by not
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more than several units of the thirteenth decimal sign. However,
in a lengthy comparison of the gencrator frequencies, it was possible to show the dependence of the frequeicy on various factors:
tho value of the natural frequozucy of the oscillatory circuit, the
intensity of the molecular beam, the voltaJe on the serting system,
etc. A theory was developed which parmits an explanation of the
frequency relationships noted.
410. On the basis of theory c-id experiments, the Physics Institute ineni P. N. Lebedev proposed a method of tuning generators
in which the frequencies of two independent generators may be radc
equal to each other with an accuracy of up to one unit of a tenth
decimal sign. This means that if the oscillations of the generator
are used as a stable element ("pendulum") of a clock, then the
error of such a clock will be not more than 1 second in 300 years
of uninterrupted operation.
411. Work is being conducted towards further increasing the
stability of the frequency of molecular generators. Methods have
been develolped in the Institute for increasing the stability of
molecular generator frequencies through the use of beams in which
the molecules iave a low speed in comparison with thermal speeds
at room temperature. Calculations indicate that through the use of
such systems it is possible to increase by 10-100 times the frequency stability of molecular generators.
412. Together with the molecular generator, another device
for measuring frequency and tire which has received considerable
development is based on quanta tronsfers of cesium atons - a soclled cesium frequency standard. As distinguished from a molecular
a
gonerator, it is not a source of radio oscillations. Through the
use of an atoLic beam, it is possible to obtain, in a cesium frequency standard, a very narrow spectral line which is used to
measure the frequency of a stable quartz oscillator, The accuracy
of a clock utilizing a cesium line has, at the present time, the
same accuracy as clocks using a mclecular generator.
413. Now, generators may be built which will retain their
frequency over a short period of time with a considerably hig:her
accuracy than that with which we know how to tune their frequency
to the frequency cf the spectral line.
415. The problem of developing amplifiers using quanta systems
with negative temperatures is closely tied in with the problem of
molecular generators. However, if in the case of the generators wc
strive to obtain the most stable possible frequency, i.e., use
narrow spectal lines, the amplifiers must have the widest possible
passband. Therefore, nrystals with paranagnetic ions are used as
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By using such crythe workiag substance in molecular generators.
stals in an external magnetic field, as was first demonstrated by
Ye. K. Zovoyskiy, it is possible to observe spectral lines conThese
nected vwith the spin reorientation of paramagnetic ions.
lines hove considerable width which permits the creation of a suf.The amplifier froquency may be
ficicntly wi.e-band amplifiers.
ec.sily tuned by varying the voltage of the external magnetic ficldo
416. A schematic diagram of the amplifier is shown in figuro 4'
The amplified wave passes through the riedium with a negative tompcrature and, by virtue of the quanta of induced radiation, the
wave power is increased by passing through the working matter of thamplifier (a ruby).
Auxilliary radiation, the frequency of Vhich
must be greater than the frequency of the amplified signal, is used
to obtain a negative temperature in paramagnetic crystals.
417.
The action of the atuxilliary radiation is explained in
figiure 5.
In a thermodynamic equilibrium, the number of ions decreases with a growth in their unergy; furthermore, the difference
4n the number of ions at two different energy levels increases with
a decrease in the temperature of the sample. At a temperature
T: 0, all ions wzill be found on the very lowest energy luvel.
418.
If a sample having the level arrangement shomn in figure 5 is acted upon by radiation whose frequency causes a chanre
between levels 1 and 3, then at a high radiation intensity, sufficient to achieve a saturation effect between these levels (i.e.,
the number o2 ions on 1 and 3 become equal), then a negative
temperature may develop between levels 3 and 2 or between 2 and 1,
419.
Normally, the amount of amplification when passing
through a 1 crI medium with negative temperatures is small and,
therefore, to obtain amplification, up to 100 times for example, a
system must be selected having a length on the order of several
maetors, wiich is for practical purposes, inconvenient,
in order to
decrease the dimensions, use is made of resonators or of so-called
delay systems in which the group velocity of the amplified wave is
riccelerated 100 times, thereby permitting a corresponding decrease
in the dimensions of the system.
420.
Paramagnetic amplifiers may operate at liquid helium
temperatures (T =4.20 K).
The noises in molecular amplifiers operating at sufficienti"
421.
low temperatures are explained by the spontaneous emissions of excited ions. The noise temperature of spontaneous omission is deterr.;incd by the frequency of the amplified signal and, for waves in the
centimeter band, it is several degrees Kelvin°
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Centimeter band recei,'ers have a noise temperature of
422.
several thousand degrees, i.e., the use of molecular ar.plifiers,
In practice, however,
in principle, permits a ;ain of 1000 times.
this gain is considerably less, since we must take into account
the presence antenna noises, atmospheric emissions, Galactic noises•
etc.
Together with molecular amplifiers, there have recently
423.
been developed so-called parauetric amplifiers in which the "nega'ive losses" in the oscillatory circuit occur as a result of the
aodulations of the parameters of this circuit by an external force
at a frcquuncy which differs from the frequency of the amplified
As a rodul-.ting element, paranetric amplifiers use either
•ignal.
the capacitance of semiconductor diodes or inductance vith special
These ariplif'iers also peridt a considerable gain
.7errito crystals.
Ln sensitivitv in the decimeter and centimeter wave bands.
424. A step-by-step examination of
amplifiers also requires the application
-echanics. This refers, for example, to
ic spontaneous emission of noises which
.mplifiers.

the action of parametric
of the lavs of quantum
the examination of spoci-•
are inherent in paramutrie

425.
Thus, the development of quantum radiophysics permitted
he solution of two extremely important problems in ra.dic engineerinjsubstantially increase the frequency stability of generators and
,o
-trongly increa3e the sensitivity of receivers in the centiueter and
z.ecimeter wave bands.
426.
It is necessary to emphasize once more that the achievo-,
r•ents of cuantum radiophysics are closely related to achievements
-n radicspectroscopy, which has served as a dependable foundation
for tac evolution of this nwv! branch of science,
At the present time, work is under vay on the use of in4I7,
.uced radiation of quanta systems with negative temperatures for
;fhe r:neration and amplification of subnillimeter and infrared radiUo
faves,
428.
To obtain sy3tems with negative temperatures, in this
-.
:se one can also use molecule sorting by means of deflecting the
molecular beams into nonhomogeneous constant electrical and mag-wtic fields or by acting on quanta systems with auxilliary radiation,
429.
To obtain conditions with negative temperatures through
;he use of auxilliary radiation in the infrared range, r-nochromatic
eiission sources are required in a higher frequency band, providing
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considerable powor in a narrow frequency interval. Thus far, there
are no sources like this. Although molecular sorting in beams is
possible in a number of instances, as a result of the low concentration of molecules here one can expect comparatively low porers3
Therefore, it is necessary to search for new methods of achieving
ncgative temperatures in such quanta systems vwhere, with a considerable concentration of particles, it will be possible to obtain comparatively narrow spectral lines. In this connection, grea.t interes;
is exhibited in the study of the infrared spectra of various single
crystals. In particular, in the past few years, a detailed study
was made of the spectra of various semiconductor crystals.
430. In semiconductor crystals at low temperatures it is
possible t,, obtain sufficiently intensive and comparatively narrow
spectral lines, caused by electron transfers. Recently, methods
wiero suggested by the Physics Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev for obtaining negative temperatures in semiconductcr systems. Fxperimental research has now begun on the possibilities of obtaining
negative temperatures in semiconductors,
431. On a level with the work on the development of amplifiers and generators in the irfrared zone, research is being con!Lucted in the submillimeter wave band,
432. In conclusion, we will pause briafly on those problems
which may be presented and solvud in connection with the development of quantum radiophysics.
4330

The current development of receivers utilizing molecular

amplifiers will permit, under winter conditions anL with good
antennas, a gain in sensitivity in comparison iwith ordinary receivers of up to 100 times. This gain will be even more significant if it wiill be possible to extend the antennas beyond the
limits of the earth's atmosphere (for example, to locate them in
an artificial Earth satellite). Such a significant increase in
sensitivity opens vast possibilities for radar, radio nevigation,
cosmic communication, and in a number of other fields of technology0
434. The use of molecular amplifiers in radioastronomy greatly
increases the limits of tha Universe available for observation
through the use of radiotelescopeso Particularly interesting is
the use of molecular amplifiers for observing emission lines of
Mretagalactic hydrogen, lying in a range of 21 cm, with the aim of
studying the red displacement of this spectral line.
435. The increase in the sensitivity of radio telescopes has
permitted the development of activities on the detection of the
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omissions of various chemical comnounds and radicals which may be
found in minute quantities irn cosmic space.
436. The high accuracy of thc uolocular anI atomic clocks
permits a significant increase in the accuracy of radar and radio
navigational instruments, including those which will be used in
inter-planetary navigation. New courses of study of the ionosphere
are being opened,
437.
Due to the high accuracy of uolecular and atomic frequency standards, possibilities have arisen for a conpletely new
approach to the problem of studying the motion of heavenly bodiesp
since astronomers have now obtained clocks whose movement is not
connected with this motion. As a result, it has now become possaile to detect and begin the study of the irregularity in the Earths
-^otation. Work has begun on the comparisoz, of the "astronomicaltt
3locks with the "atomic" and "molecular" ones.
438. The high relative frequency stability of molecular generators permits the initiation of an experimental verification of
the conclusions of the general theory of relativity on the rolatioi2 .
;hip of th. speed of a clock to the gravitational potential.
If,
for the verification of the theory of relativity, an artificial
HEarth satellite is used in which a molecular generator has 'een
-laced, then it will be possible to obtain a frequency changc of
qevcral cycles in comparison with the generator on the Earth. Such
Sfrequency change may be fully observed with the aid of currently
available generators.
How.ever, a practical application of this
experiment mects with serious difficulties which, first of all, are
-onccrncd with the great changes in frequency as a result of the
'ionsiderable speed of the satellite (the Doppler effect of the first
r'der).
Frequency displacement is explained by the satellitels
ýpecd -hich is tens and hundreds of thousands times greater than
*.he gravitational changes in the frequency. A number of ideas have
secn suggested for compensating for the Doppler effect with high
-,ccuracyy and, at the present time, all of the prerequisitics are
.vailable for the initiation of work on the experimental verifi.ition of the general theory of relativity under "earth condition2s",
439.
The possibilities opened by quantum radiophysics have
-attracted the attention of a great number of scientists and ongineers.
Many institutes are conducting work on the development and
introduction of quantum devices. All of this lets us hope that
in the near future, qunntirn radiophysics will assist in the solution
,-f many problems which, at the present time, are confronting science
ind tnchnology,
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